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Computer crunch eased

13gypti8D

By Jac:qui K08zc:zuk
Slaff Writer

The recent installation or a
$1.1 million computer in the
Wham Building may resolve
what SIU-C officials and
stu.ient;; have termed the
"computer crunch of last fall."
The IBM computer, which
will be partially paid for by
funds made available by the
bond retirement fee. is linked to
the Ur'versity's old computer
and shoold improve the work
capacity of the system by about
110 per.:ent, Computing Services
Director Barry Bateman said.
Last semester, the system
became so "bogged down" with
work from academic and administrative users that a job
which "should have taken the
computer 15 minutes to com-

8outhem Illinois llnil'elSity
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Soviet aggression
linked to Vietnam
Editor's Note: This !s the
sec:oad part of an interYiew with
William
Hardenh!'rgh,
professor of political ~cit:nc:e,
about the crisis in Afghanistan.
Hardenbergh. an authGrity on
the Mideast. says the Afghan
situation is an isolated move on
the part of the Soviets, not
another step t-ard control of
l\tideast oil or a move to sec:we
a warm water prot. He said the
pro-Soviet governm•nt in
Afghanistan is in danger and
the Soviets hope only tG quell
the rebel forces before
removing their troops.
The following i~ a verbatim
transcript of the interYiew.

: CIPS: Citizens are conserving
r/

By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer
William Har*abergh
Q \\by did the Sovi~ts or:lginally move into Afghanistan?
A. To S':IJ>port the1r fne~. They moved in under the same
assumption that we ~oved_1a1to Vietnam, that is L'~y assumed it
could be han~ed relatively mexpens1vely. and it's turning out to be
very damaging for the Soviets.
Q•. ~ow ~II ln_dia react w the U.S. plan to supply Pakistan with

n.'ihtary a ad,_ smce the two aatioos have traditionally been biUer
especrall,- now that Indira Ghandi, who leans toward the
Sov1ets, has regained control in India!
·
A. The response nas been in opposition, but so far has been very
m~rate. It must be remembered that aU this happened duriJII an
Indian election campaign. I think th.~ Indians understand the
problem.
•
.
Q. \\'hat kind of government .did Afgbaalstaa have lief- Ute lint
pro-Soviet government of Tarald took 4nert
A. It was a kingdom until l!J75. 'lnd r. very remote one. The whole
area directly around Kabul, ~..-nich is the (lilly area I have seen, is
very remote and backwms. It's the old. old Asia, and has had
very little influence from the outside. It's a bloody land. Politio;
has always been blaodshed, and the King is the least prepared, the
least adept of rulers. The Daud government took,,, er in 1973, and
they tried to be nice to everybody, because th('l Nere so weak.
Taraki took over in 1978 in a military coup, and it was a completely
local thing. The Soviets didn't know it was going to happen. and
here they found that in Afghanistan they had a pro-So·Yiet bun;;h,
people with lots of Soviet connections, and they thus thought that
thev had no choice but to support these people. \Vhat they didn't
anticipate was that there would be a massive rebellion against the
govemment. I suspect that the r;nove toward the Soviets was
initiated within Afghanistan, but ll may have been a CQI!lplete
Soviet plan. Once the :-eh~llion started, and once the things in Ira~
started haj)pl'ning, I tilink the So\·iets got concerned that 1t
(Moslem rebellion. because at least 20 million Moslems live in the
U.S.S.R., Hardenbergh estimated I was going to happen in their
own country. There really bave been elements of an Islamic
religious revival righl across the world. There are evidences of it
in the Soviet Union, too, and I'm convinced that they've become
concerned about the existence of an Islamic awakening.
nv~ls.

Q. Is there a possibiUty that these Soviet lstamics eeuld start a

rebellion of their own in the fatare! De they have the res.rees for

it!

A. Nobody seems to think they could. It's a very efficient regime
for repression. I Silppose it's not beyond the bounds of possibility,
but it seems unlikely.
Besides what appears to be a favorable geographie locaticla.
does Afghanistan reaDy have allySi!ing to off~!
.
A. It is several hundred miles closer to the Persaan Gulf and the oil
fields and the Arabian Sea, at least. It's a country made up of
nomads and small peasants, and there is only now emerging e Vf".ry
rudimentary kind of economy. It's.as ancient a market as almost
anything I've seen in Asia at least s1nce the early 19608.
Q.

o.;

The Soviet line is that they were aske\1 to come in.
y08 &Aink
there was any tnath te that!
A. Oh. sure. They were asked to come in originally by Taraki, but I
think that their argwnent would probably be that the peoole who
assassinated Amin tHafizullah, past leader who was reportedly
killed in the takeover by the la~es& pro-Soviet group of Babrak
Karina}) were the ones who ao;ked for the Soviet involvement. I
th1nk the argument woold be that these people first overthrew and
'!Xecuted Amin, and the.1 as!red lise Sovie:s to come in. I tbink the
Soviets would be a lot bappia if the wbol(' thing had never happened.
Q.

plete was comir.g back in three ~~f~'munication iines were cut
to. !lve hours," Phillip
sylelmacher. assistant director
Spielmacher said. "During
o Academic Computing, said. the peak use periods at the end
:·The situation was real bad," of the fall semester, the
sa1d computer operator Mark problem was that the old
Williams, recalling the final computer devoted too much
weeks of last semester when time trymg to keep track of the
academic demand on the tasks it was supposed to
computP.r was heaviest. He said complete rather than actually
students working at the com- completing the tasks."
puter job station in Faner Hall
Batemnn said the addition or
"sometimes waited half a day the computer shoold enable the
tor the computer to complete a system to handle the work load
job."
of the estimated 200 to 300
Just about every day the students using the computer
computer bPo.:ame satur;. ed daily.
with .work and shut do~n.
He said it 1Will also be capable
somet ••,.es two or three times a of handling an increased ac!
day," he said "We'd get calls ministrative loaa. attributable
over at Wham every two hours to the new monthly billing
from students asking us to system at the Bursar and the
restart the system because the
· Cl'oalinaed oa Pag~ Zl

Q. To sam up thea, do you think the Soviet expansiCIII to the Persian

Gulf is an overreaction?
A. Yes, I don't think they '11 go past the Afghan borders.

By Mary Ann 1\lcNulty
Staff Writer
~a~bond~Jr . 4':1d Central
llh_~1s Public Serv,ce Company
off1csals ~ve_ ~1gured out why
the electri~ utdsty tax _revenues
that the ctty collects IS $76,086
lesli. than e~ted - Carbon~ale res1dents are conservmg..
~ City and CIPS began
lookmg at the gi''1SS reven~:~e
figur<i!S and tax . records m
~c~obe:-. after City reports
mdicated !hat the revenue from
tl_le tax. Car..~ndale ~ha!1(es on
c1ty res1~ents electric bills was
subs~ntlally l~ss than had been
preVIously estm~ated. .
Paul Sorgen. f1nanct; .i1rector
for Carbon~alt;. sa1d CIPS
beg~n checkmg 1ts a~mts to
see 1f all of the ~toll!e~ within
~ Carbondale c1ty hm1ts were
~ the :..44 percent
muruapal tax.

bei"*

'Ncews G:t
•
nnaJYS1S
A:·!~r. checking records in
Sprmgf1eld, CIPS officials told
Carbond3le City Manager
Cauoll J. l';y and Sorgen that
all or the accounts were being
taxed. Carbondale residents
were simply conserving electricity.
Residents wt.•re "absolutely
not dror oed from the tax rolls "
Sorger. aid.
'
At a Uty Council meeting
Jan. 21, Fry told coundl
members that CIPS' recorcs
indicated that the "Carbondale
District has shown an increase.
and C.arbondale. which makes
up 60 vercent to 70 percent of the
district. is down lin revenues)."
Fry said that if CIPS did not
,,..ovide some answers to the
pt'Oblem, 1-e would 81'k for an

audit of the books in Springfield.
Sorgen said that in 1!¥78. when
CIPS first initiated the summer
differential - an increased rate
tor electricity during the
summer months wh~n consumption is higher - people
began conserving.
Since the city's budget is
predicted from past years'
revenue reports, Sorgen said
this decrease in electricity
usage was not taken into considera lion.
After looking at the revenue
reports from 1978, Sorgen said
the city "just has a bad revenue
estimate" for the electricity
utility tax. ·
Sam Poe. public relations
officer for CIPS in Springfield.
said CIPS' gross revenue for
1!¥78 and for a portion of 1979
were higher than CIPS expected
since a coal strike forced the
CC•U.MII -
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Jay
More thaa 13.M worth of stolen items was
rMOVered by police last Friday. The "goods"

were Hnked

Bryant

recenl Lewk Park

burglaries.

Police find $3,000 in stolen goods
By Leanne Waxmaa
ployed at tl•.e Lewis Park $1,000 in office equipmP!!t was
Staff Writer
.
Apartment co.-...,lex on East taken, according to police.
A Lewis Park Apartments Grand Avenue for about three
Police also linked stolen
groundskeeper was arrested months according to Lewis property to a Hester Street
and an estimated $3,000 in Par!( manager Mark Lopez.
burglary wbicb occurreci over
stolen ~ was recovered
~arker was arrested in Christmas break, Murphy said.
recently an connection with Cata1bria. Stolen property was
Parker, who was convicted of
three burglaries at Lewis Park. corlf•scated in Cambria as well murder in 1954, is being held
.Lee H. Parker, 606 S. Logan as the Carbondale pawn shop, witbout bond because the
St., is being held in Williamson 'Murphy said. Property that possesion of stolen property
County Jail on charges of police linked to Parker w~ also charges for wbicb be · wa5
~JOSeSSioo of stolen property
recovered from reside&...«~ iD arrested is a parole violatioo,
after a routine check of items Cambria.
·
according to the Carboodale
pawned at Pan-American
About $1,000 in stereo Parole office. Parker was
Imports, 124 S. Illinois Ave., equipment was taken from a originally se~~tenced to 75 years
uncovered stereo equipment . Lewis Park residence last and was paroled in October.
that was taken from a Lewis Tuesday wben a bedroom inPark apartment last week.
truder fled after he awakened a
Carbondale Police Lt.Terry resident. Another Lewis Park
Murphy said Parker may residence was bcuglarized and
possibly be linked with .ad· e\ ··"'..t $1,000 stereo equipment
ditional burglaries in Car· taKen last Wednesday while
bondale as a poiic:e in- residents slept.
Gus says by the dme CIPS sets
vestigation and identification of ·
St,;,len
property
was thi"CMMgh explaining its rates aiJd
recovered property by victims recovered frOm a burglary of revenues, tile city'U be lacky
continues.
tt-e Lewis Park business office no& t. - e them a . c:bunk of
Park.er, 46, had been emwbicb occurred Dec. 11. About money.

~

)Jtderson's staff optimistic about low~ caucus vote
'··

by Diana Penner

sua Wri&H

Although presidential hopeful John Anderson
received just 4.1 percent of the Republican vote in the
Iowa caucus Jan.23, the campaign staff of the Illinois
congressman does not consider the results a defeat.
according to John Wade, staff assistant on Anderson's.
campaign.
Wade. a former research assistant and administrative intern at SIU-C. took a break from his
campaign duties in Washington last week to visit the
campus.
''Our objective in Iowa was to increase national
awareness of Mr. Anderson. I think we achieved that
in the televised debate prior to the caucus," Wade
said.
Several observers of the presidential race have
n-ft!IT'ed to Anderson as "the most qualified candidate
fortheofftc:e," Wade said. yet in the same breath they
say that Anderson cannot be elected.
''Our goal is to organize those people who feel that
Mr. Anden.on is the best qualified candidate to an
effective support group. We feel that Mr. Anderson
can be elected with well-planned organization," he
said.
Wade, 25. said Anderson is the "only presidential
candidate directly addressing the issues.' • such as the
oil crisis.
Wade said Anderson is oot afraid to support
measures that are unpopular with the puhlic if he feels
the measures are necessary. Wade cited as one
example of this~'s proposal to add a 50-cent
ta:x to gasoline prices.
Anders4ll1 couples the gasoline tax plan with
proposals of payroll tax deductions, business tax
rebates and Social Security benefit increases. According to Anderson's figures on the package plan.
individuals eatning mininum wage would receive an
annual break of about $194. if they drive less than 5, 720
miles per year.

According to Wade,' Anderson feels environmental
and economic concerns cannot be treated as individual issues. Economic studies indicat~ that a large
gas tax could save 600.000 to 700,000 barrels of gas per
day, or about 10 percent of the current daily gasoline
consumption in the United States.
Wade said another aspect of And~·rson as a candidate that attracted him lo the campaign is the fac·
that Anderson is a Christian. but that "he doesn't wear
it on his slee•:e as some other candidates have."
Wade said he became interested in Anderson as a
political figure several years ago when Anderson said
in a speech "if we truly are to regard ourselves as his
stewards, it seems there is something innately
Christian about conservation."
,\ccording to Wade, Anderson is a candidate who
seeks to "revitalize American eoodness," and who
offers the voters his plans to do so.
"As a political activist. I will continue to be invoh·E'd
in campaigns where tht> candidates are clearly and
inteiJige.. Uy discus~ing iso;ues and defining solutions
before they are e)(";ted," Wade said.
Wade was involvP: in Jimmy Carter's presiduitial
campaign in 1976, but chose not to support Carter in
I91ll because he feels Carter failed to fulfill his 1976
campaign promises.
According to Wade, in the area of civil riJ(hts. Anderson takes the "perspective of human dignity,"
which Wade feels IS often not emphasized by
politicians.
Wade said Anderson is concerned not only about
U.S. policy regardirg human rights in foreign countries. such as the hostage situation in Iran, but also
human rights guarantees in the United States.
He said the real test of Anderson's chances will
come in the Feb. 26 New Hampshire primary. Anderson's strongest area will probably be the "snow

City aims for minority count
By Jaqai Koszczuk
Staff Writer
A loss of federal aid since
1970. causE'd by an undercount

ol the citv's blacks and other

minoritieS when census figures
were compiled, has persuaded
city officials to aim tor a more
accurate count in 1980.
But. according to NorveU
Haynes, a candidate for
precinct committman on the
northeast side. correcting the
undercount this year. and
thereby increasing the City's
aid. is not necessarily the best
thing to do for the black community.
Haynes said a committee with
17 members, including four
leaders from black neighborhoods, is planning to
discourage blacks from answe.ing census questionnaires.
Since the amount of aid the
city receives is based on
population. Haynes said. "If
people in the black community
doo't get counted, they won't
get the money. It's not doing
them any good when they do get
it. They just sit down and don't
do anyth;ng constructive with
it.''
Haynes said the problem is
not simply because too many
black people are unemployed.

-....

John \\'ade

belt." the states sweeping down from New Hampshire. through Massachussetts and Illinois and up to
Wisconsin, Wade said.
A goal of the Anderson campaign is to get people to
vote in the primaries. Wade said.
''It is only at this point that the people have actual
choices as to who will be the presidential candidates.
In November there will be only two to choose from."
he said.

New comp11terma)· ease
last semester's 'crunch·

services specialist for the
bureau.
The undercount caused about
U:•thoaed from P11.(e U
In the same period, the number
a 7.7 percent loss of ft'deral aid
of students using the system
during the p8lit 10 years.Jack
Hanley, Carbondale's director personnel payroll !>ystem, increased from about 800 to
1
for economic development, which will consolidate s.-11 the 5,000, he said.
University's
payroll
inThe number of cathode ra
l
said.
· tubl-5 on campus. used for bolt •
According to Equal Em- formatiOD into one data file.
The addition. which was academic and administrative
ployment Opportunity Officer
Cleveland Matthews, a portion installed Friday, includes a access to the system. has inof the city's census committee. main computer, a computer creased from 12 to 300 in the
including representatives from memory and disk drives. The past three years, he said.
Bateman said, "In 18 months
neighborhood associations, computer memory and disk
religion, labor, education, and drives are attached to the to two years we hope to l'e\)lace
the National Association for the system for increased data both of our computers With a
Advancement of Colored storage space, Bateman said. single IBM model which has not
Bateman said the life ex- come out on the market yet."
People. will devote their time to
He said the IBM would have
encouraging minority par- pectancy of the addition, taking
mto
account the increasing four times the capacity of the
ticipation
in
the
1980
census.
Norvell Ha)'1les
He said he expects the census growth in computer use, is two present system "at quite a bit
"The ones that are employed to show that there are .20 per- to three years, although plans less cost."
The establishment of the bond
are not cloing a damn thing. I've cent more blacks in <..arbondale for replacing the whole system
are in the making.
retirement fee last y£·ar enabled
seen too many black people who than 1970 figures indicated.
Five years ago, 12 courses the University to free $263.500 in
get jobs that are relevant to the
An inaccurate count might
community, a::Jd then they just have been caused by the required students to work on the retained tuition funr.s, which is
sit there and do nothing," he suspicions of minority group computer, compared to 45 to be usE'd for acndemic pursaid.
members and the general courses now, Spielmacher said. poses.
About 7.7 percent of the city's JKlP!llation as well, Matthews
minorities were not accounted said, since many people "have a
for in 1970 census figures fear about a loss of privacy.
because, at the time. the People have a thing about the
Bureau of the Ceru.us was not ~ovemment snooping on them."
CC•Iillud lrem Pllge U
Feb. 4, at which time the
using people from minority
Matthew said community
reports become public record.
groups to assist in the counts in leaders working on the minority utility company to purchase
their own neighborhoods, said count will stress the con- coal from out-of-state at higher
However, by t.tking Oi4! 5.44
James Danridge, a community fidentiality of the quesionnaires. prices. The electric fuel ad- percent m<111icipal tax rate and
JUStment, a figure that is added
to the customer's bill as the the $278,499 the city has
price of coal Ot.Ctuates, ac- received in taxes from May
counted Cor this increase, Poe through November, it was
projected that CIPS collected
said.
Poe said that CIPS' revenues $5,119.466 in gross revenues for
resource reallocation, or a Executive Director James have decreased recently Carbondale residents.
deterioration of services. This Furman said, "These inflation- because of the milder summer
has heen going on for quite a driven components account for and winter weather Carbondale
The city expected to coL~t
few years. Whatever flexibility over 80 percent of the recom- experienced.
$589,000 in electric utility taxes
in t!'.e budge£ we may have had mended operating budget inCIPS officials refused to in 1979-80. At the end of
ls gone now."
creases for public colleges and release the gross revenue November- seven months into
The IBHE unanimousl)t.- universities, and are in line with figures for the Carb<IDdale the budget year - the city bad
approved and forwarded to the the various projections of in- district or for the ·municipal only coUt'Cted $278,499 for a
legislature a budget request of flation for next year."
taxing district. The ccty also $76,086 shortfaU. Acconling to
11.16 billion for fiscal year 1981.
"Getting control of energy refusE'd to release the records the budget, the city anticipated
an 11.3 percent increase over costs." Furman said, "is a
until after the council meeting coUecting $3:-4.585.
this year's budget.
problem St'COnd only to staff
Components of the bud(!et compensation for Illinois
the responsibility of the editors.
DUly 'Egy¢an
colleges
and universitif'S. The
include a 9 percent faculty
Statements published do not l'l!flect
(U'S 169·220)
compensation increase: a 7 cost of energy quadrupled
opinions of the administrations or
percent increase for the cost of during the 1970s and the rate of
any department ol' the Umversity.
Published daily in the Journalism
rr.ost gocxb and services; and inflation is not slowing down."
and Egyntian Laboratory. except
between a 13 and 18 percent
"Finally," Furman said, "we Saturday, Sunday. University
Subscnpttoo rates are $19.50 per
increase in the cost of utilities, have again recommended
)'t'ar or Sill for six months in
vacations and holidays by Southern
Jackson and surrounding counties.
Illinois
l'niversity.
Cotndepending on the type used at funding for food production and
S27.50 per year of $1-l for six months
munications Building. Carbondale.
each campus.
research projects designed to
wi!bin the United States and $411 per
01. 62901. Seco-.:! class postage paid
Commenting on the ac- deal with the worldwide food
or $25 for six montrJS in all
year
at
Carbondale.
Illinois.
celerated
costs,
IBHE crisis."
Policies of the Daily Egyptian are
-
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a:PS: Citizens conserving

mHE req"est may not be adequate
By Claaek Hemps&ead
Staff Writer
A 7 percent increase in the
cost of goods and ~rvices

reronunended by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education for
fiscal year 1981 may not be
adequate. according to two
University administrators.
Clarence Dougherty, vice
president for campus services.
said. "It's bard to say at this
time. ~t it'll be cutting it pretty
close.
A~ng a stronger stand,
Ro~rt
E. Gentry. vice
president for financial affairs,
said. "!"io. it won't be adequate.
This will just be another year
when the money doesn't kt'E'p up
with inflation. Once again we
are faced with adopting one of
three options: belt-tightening.

fort'ign countries.
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By Karen Gullo
Staff Writer
The results of the Iowa caucuses are not a
forecast of voter sentiment. but rather a
reflec~on of effi~ient campaign organization,
ac~rding to Davtd Derge, professor of political
sc1ence and former SIU-C president.
"The winning camps had very succ~ful and
eff~c:ient organizations." Derge, a former
pobt1cal researcher said Monday. "The results
or the caucuses do not forecast the popularity of
the candidate with the voters, but forecast the
::,';~~~ and motivation of the campaign per·
Voters .in Iowa's 2.531 election precincts
gathered m schools, churches and libraries to
vote for Democratic and Republican candidates.
In the Democratic race. Carter had a 2·1 win
over Sen. Edward Kennedy of Massachusettes
and in the Republican race former United
Nations Ambassador George Bush edged passed
Ronald Reagan with a 6 percent lead.
Southern Illinois Republicans said last week
that Bush's organization was the key factor in
his upset of keagan, who was the leading GOP
contender. Meanwhile, Bush opponents tried to
minimize his victory by agreeing he had a
superior organization in Iowa.
. The Iowa caucus is only the first part of the
state's four-step process of nominating candidates for the national convention . .Par·
ticipating in the vote were members of county
convention deleutions, who will choose

delegates to later conventions, and those
delegates will pick the national delegates who
will hnally participate in the national convention.
The results of the Iowa caucuses will have a
big impact on the fortunes of the individual
candidates, said Derge, who was a polls~er for
Richard Nixon during the 1968 presidential
campaign. Voters who contribute money to
political campaigns will give more weight to the
results than the average voter. he said, because
money-giving voters want to "be on the right
side."
"Big contributors to campaigns are more
affected by the votes cast in Iowa," Derge said.

Western Union telegraphic
money orders can now be
received through the Student
Center check cashing service,
the result of a service expansion

be~~Ang ~~f~:,esteb"usiness
manager of the Student Center,
said the service receives only
telegraphic money orders and is
available for students, faculty.

WASHINGTON (APl- President Carter said Monday the United
States must spend a record $142.7 billion next year on
strengthening its defenses "to contain Soviet aggression aud
assure U.S. security in the face of growing Russian military JXJM!r.
The president told Congress he could not ignore "the implications of terrorism in Iran or Soviet aggression in
Afghanistan."
Only last week, Carter asserted in his State of the Union address
that the United States would consider a Soviet effort to gain control
of the oil-rich Persian Gulf area as a threat to U.S. vital interests
and that America would act to repel such an effort.
"Our forces must be increased if they are to cOGtain Soviet
aggression and continue to assure our sec~1rity in the future. This
wi~l require a sustained commitment over a period of years," be
sa1d.

~~~n:tJr!\\!~~~ ~;~~-~orse time now
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported late last
week the Kennedy for President campaign in
Illinois will stop paying staff mE:mbers and rely
solely on volunteer help. The national campaign
manager said not paying staff members would
last, in effect, indefinitely, or until the campa1gn
experienr-~d an upswing in contributions, it was
reported.
About 200.001'1 voters turned out at the Iowa
caucuses, which is more than the number of
voters who turned out for the 1976 primary in
New Hampshire. ~-fowever. Derge said there still
are voters who don't feel strongly enough to vote
in a caucus. The more traditional voter will
participate in a primary and not a caucus, he
said.

Kennedy urges price freeze

staff and guests of the Western Union service. If not. it
may be sent to the other
University.
"After careful consideration, Western Union services in
we decided to install the Carbondi~e. such as the Saluki
Western Union service on a Currency Exchange, said Mary
limited basis mostly to ac- Dean Patterson, head cashier of
commodate students who the Student Center check
frequently encounter problems cashing service.
The service is available
when cashing checks for large
sums of money," Griffin said. Monday through Sat-.~rday from
When using the service, the a a.m. to 9:30p.m. and Sundays
sender must specify that the and holidays from 11 a.m. to
money order be sent to the SIU 9:30p.m.

. .,-,...-....... ..

~,£'

..........
f was down on
people, my job. my
family. women.
myself, and at t1mes
... God HimseH. Now
1 have a worth and
il purpost~.l

Bringing me out of
a dras>ic id_entity .
crisis. He IS 1710ld1ng
my persof1!11tty
as Heor'!lmally
created 1t.

vn.-···1-~

Now that I have
I finally found devout
found Jesvs. I feel
Otristians who
a peace anJ a joy
in the total Lordship
in my heart because of Otrist Jesus!
/know tl1at I am
working for something

~

Carter: Strong defense a must

Str1dent Center offers Western Union
By Steve Grant
Staff Writer

...............

....................
"~.State~ GJVation
t~~
~~

Results of the Iowa caucuses
reflect campaign organization

WASHINGTON (APl -Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, seeking to
rejuvenate his presidential campaign, called for on Monday a sixmonth wage and pnce freeze and immediate gasoline rationing.
And the Massachusetts Democrat, whose loss to Carle!' m the
Iowa precinct caucuses last week pr,Jmpted speculation about the
future of his candidacy, declared he was in the race to stay.
KPnnedy's gasoline rationing plan follows the lines ol the
president's standby proposal whir:n Congress approved last year.
Kennedy supported the standby 1ationing plan.
But this was the first time he h3s advocated mandatory wage
and price controls.Kennedy said his proposed controls would apply
not only to wages and prices but to profits, dividends, interest rates
and rents.
A poll published over the weekend in the Boston Globe showed
C-arter leading Ke:~nedy. 56 percent to 31 percent, among
Democratic voters in !'llew Hampshire

Saudi Arabia ups oil prices
NEW YORK (APl -Saudi Arabia, the largest member of the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and the supplier of
about 7.4 percent of U.S. oil needs, told customers Monday it bas
increased its base crude oil price by $2 to $26, Exxon Corp. announced.

uJ.t*ti::ar~.::l!r!t~k:~i~i~or:o~~~:Sli~t=·~
retroactive to Jan. 1 and had been expected by matl1 analysts.

Starring
JUUE
HARRIS •
EILEEN
HECKART
~ • •
, I .
ARTHUR O'CONNELL

~~~1'~!!~~

Student Center Auditorium
free Admission Grand Opening

_7:f!O p.m.
Marantha Chnshan Ctr.
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CJ..,etteiS
Criticism misses irony, satire

YOU

TOO
LADY

This letter, which is in reply
to John Ambt•rg's letter in the
Jan. 22 DE. ~~ in defense of
H~ard Klehm. Mr. Klehm has
graduateJ and is not around to
defend himself. so [ will do the
honors.
Having debated the athletics
fee incre11o;e with Mr. Klehm
and having lost on all counts
you will be glad to know, Mr:
Amberg, that I will b the first
in line to pay my dues and
respects to the athletics
dep;~rtment.

How sad that yours was the
reply Howard expected. I'm
sure you must be a !lf'"ious
student to defend t.'le 1.thletics
program
so
sincerely.
However, I suggest you write to
Spoon River College-perhaps
they can offer you a
correspondence course in sa tire
and irony. Better apply for the
106-level course.
Mr. Klehm's "horror" was
purposely
forced
and

Happy birthday , Tom Paine!

Nlclc Sortal
Editorial Page Edilar

Thomas Paine?

.a~n~Ws~~ ~~:.~m~~~ht;¥-~i'~'ili~~e

history books mentioo in their three or four
line:< devoted to the author of "Common Sense," the United States' first call for independence.
In fact, some of the adventures Paine went
through in 1793 while in Paris helping to draft a
new constitution for France bear a resemblance to a certain little crisis over in Iran.
The story goes like this, accordmg Thomas
D. ~war~. assistant professor of English:
King Lows XVI of France was catching flack
for being cruel to some of the common people,
much like t~ Shah of Iran was getting htat
from the Iraruans. In fact, everyone in France
~anted~ King's ~ad I except maybe some of
his relatives, busaness partners and golfing
buddies>.

Enter Thomas Paine. He suggested
for ~ng Lf?uis XVI by shipping the

cl~mency

King to Amenca, which made Paine about as

popular as an American in Tehran would be
after suggesting that the Shah wasn't such a
bad guy after all.
<K~ L.luis . ~VI had helped out the
Amencans by gJv1ng them equipment for the
revolution, much like the Shah had helped us in
getting oil, Schwartz said.)
The French radicals were so upset about the
i~ of usi!lg J\merica as a grounds for saving
LouiS XVI s skin that Paine was thrown in jail
and scheduled for the guillotine.
'
French prison guards designated which
people wer~ to be execu~ by making a mark
on the outside of the pnsoner's door. Paine's
door was open when the jailer passed by and
the guard <obviously no Albert Einstein)
mistakenly marked the INSIDE of the door
which Paine then closed. So when it cam~
execution time, Paine was passed over because
there was no mark on his door.

DOONESBURY
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exaggerated, so you might
recogmze his mockery of those
who would denounce the fee
increase.
Howard. you and I agree. SIU
athletics has loog deserved the
money it needs to properly
offset increasing costs of
supporting our fine program.
Perhaps Howard will write a
letter spelling out his position,
and leave out the mockery of
those too short-sighted to
recognize the benefits of a
strong athletics program.
In the mean timP, Mr. Am.
ber[! your defense of Mr.
Dempsey is wooderful. Don't
ever stop voicing your opinion.
But please, please look
around you. Abusrdity is
everywhere, and people will
always be using ;. to make a
point. You will never know with
whom you stand if you don't
know what those who can !aught
are laughing at. Or even worse
when they're laughing. - Gail
Prather, Senior, English

Separate opinions from facts

Paine was released 10 months later and
came badt to the United States.
'
What wouid Paine do about the Iranian crisis
today?

"I think he would support Kurt Waldheim's
attempts to work out the crisis. He would
deplore the Iranians' actions and consider
them an act of war, but even before then. he
would have been screaming bloody murder
about the Shah," Schwartz said.
Paine's 243rd birthday will be celebrated on
campus ~esday. A free program wiU be held
at 8 p.m m Shryock Auditorium. The program
features a one-man. p)ay ~rformed by ~
personable Fre~erack Walhams, assistant
profes~r of fore1gn languages, who will ~
tray Pame.
One of the naost touching scenes in Williams'
presentation comes when Paine has been
released from prison and is writing a letter to
~rge Washington, who had been Paine's
fnend. In the letter. Paine asks Washington
w~y he_ had not helped to free him from the
prtson m France.
Several essays and speeches will Also be
presented, including the presentation of "Tom
Pame and Human Rights" by Vice President
for University Relations George Mace
~though Paine fought for women's' rights
child labor laws and abolishing slavery, hew~
unpopt~:lar be~ause of his religious commentaries. <Paine especially spoke out against
clergymen, who at the time were using
passages from the Bible to support the use of
slaves.)
Teddy Roosevelt went so far as to caU Paine
"that filthy litUe atheist." Paine did believe in
God-he was just against traditional religions
saying instead that he preferred to make hiS
fellow man happy.
. Despit_e his fights for human rights, Paine got
him~lf mto trouble with the American people
fo~. his outbursts against organized religion.
I guess the only person Paine could be
co~pa.red with is Andrew Young," Schwartz
sa1d. 'They both were more interested in
human rights than national interests and they
both were somewhat hotheads."
One might even say that at times Paine
didn't use Common Sense.
'

In brief reply to Mr. Marciankowsk.i 's letter an regards to
nuclear weapons appearing in
the Jan. 23 edition of the Daily
Egyptian:
-.I!:RDA ceased to exist on
Oct. 1, um. Strange it should
~~~ a billioo-dollar budget in
-President Carter halted all
reprocessing of commercial

nuclear power plant fuel shortly
after taking office. That was
April 7, 1977.
Your other "statements" are
equally as accurate. If you want
to write letters, you should
separate opinions and not
present them as fact; or at leas;
have some vague knowledge of
what you are writing about. _
Gerhardt Jaspers, Radiation
Safety Officer

'National hysteria ' strikes U.S.
During the President's recent
State of the Union address two
ot ill@ phrases which received
considerable applause were
those asking for increased
defense spending and for
renewed registration for a
draft.
Obviously these were moves
calculated to correspond with
the popular sentiment of the
times. Public opinion has been
orchestrated towards favoring
military concerns.
The situation in southwest
Asia has produced a wave of
national hysteria, a sense of
helplessness and a desire for
revenge against somebody.
Although the situatioo calls
for anti-soviet postures and the
national mooa appears to
~ctate that defense spending be
increased, we must not let this
sense of urgency cause our
nation to lunge blindly towards

reinstating the draft.
The return to an all-volunteer
military was a tremendous
victory for the supporters of
human dignity and civil rights
for all Americans. It took from
the ('lljefs of Staff, the Deft.•.se
Dep... rtment heirarchy, the
Armed Services Committees
and other masters of war, and
ga'le to each American the right
to decide when circumstances
demand their service, and
perhaps their lives.
I am confident that should
that time come America's youth
would act in the same way the
minutemen did more than 200
years ago. But the present
sihl,.tioo is no reason to make
our young generation subject to
the whim of the multi-national
oil conglomerates. H they want
a mercenary force they have
the money to hire one. - Jeff
Neigel, Seaklr, PoliUc:al Science

'Red tape' devours roommate
WeD, he's gone now. My new
roommate of four days has
packed his bags and moved
back home. When he left, he had
Y~ ~:.ded a single class.

;::t

1 suppose John's problems
s~rted when he tried to change
hiS schedule. He wanted to
completely revise it. But when
by Garry Trudeau he tried to sign up for new
classes, a "Red Tape Monster"
swallowed him whole. There
was an error in his records or
for some reason he was actui.lly
in~tiJtible to attend SIU. Or so
we guess. What the actual
p~oblem was, he never did
discover.
John spent his first three days
down here standing in lines and
making phone calls. He was
continuaUy being referred to
other offices and other
o:lepartments. F'inally, when

most of us were getting our first
assignments, John rtecided to go
back home. He just gave up.
And even that took some doing,
since he also wanted his housing
downpayment back. That small
task proved just as difficult,
since he didn't even k..'lOW why
he had to leave.
Wile!' he left. he had only a
few things certain in his mind:
He was being involuntarily
droooed, he was not re-enrolled
ana Couldn't, and he would look
for a job when be got back
home.
. I felt so di~ouraged to see
h~m shake hiS hea<J in quiet
dismay. His hiRh hopes of
iinally going to college were set
ba~k by 1 don't know what. And
netther does; he. - Joba
Fillipitcb, Juaior. RadioTelevisioD

Audition a tense experience for radio-TV hopefuls
By Ken MacGarrigle
the studio, anxiously re-reading
Writer
their script aloud. over and
Radio and TV futures are over: "Although reports from
often !fecided in 90 seconds.
autopsies might be sketchy ... "
The)'rt! cailed auditions and
Some pace. Some laugh and
they separate the haves from make small-talk with !riends
the have-nots. During a minute- and classmates. Anything to
and-a-half, the future of many relieve the pressure. Anything
SlU-e b.:-oackasting students ii> to remove the self-doubts.
permanently shaped.
Steve Bernstein, engineerThe competition is fierce even news film suoervisor for WSIUon the college level in such a TV, tries to keep order among
competitive field. Hopefuls sink the mass of people. He calls out
or swim in a very short and names, offers encouragement.
pressure-filled span of time: the reassurance and last second
audition.
coaching for nervous tryout
Radio auditions were t eld last hopefuls.
Wednesdlly at WSIU Radio.
"Make a smooth transition.
5ome 113 students vied for 32 Don't just say, 'Now here's my
fut: time staff positions. The sports.· Have a seat, take a deep
next night. 81 arrived to com- breath, be com!ortable.
pete .for 45 TV slots open this
Bernstein, a senif>r in radiosemster. Gayle Simpson. a televiSion. says h:: :- ,.,_ ;{;OSt
junior in radio-television, was troublesome jOb at auditions.
at both auditions.~
"I remember being one
"You don't know what they're myself," he said. glancing down
looking for.'' she said. moments the crowded hallway. "Even the
after her TV tryout. "Yota sit people who've gone through this
there llf't knowing when to start before still get nervous.
or anything. When you're done Everybody gets nervous
this voice comes acr~s 1the became thPy know that right
studio intercom 1 and says across the glass they're wat"Thank you'"
ching y(;UI' every move."
"It went so fast," Simpson
The glass separates the
said, shaking her head. "It control room from the studio;
seems Hke such a short JitUe the judges from the perfonners.
thing and you realize that if you There sit Dave Beedy CWSIU
blow it. even a litUe bit, you news director), Jann Ingmire
may blow something big for the <assistant news director), Bob
rest of your life."
Cyphers Csports director), and
The auditioners arrive an E·a Brown (faculty news
hour before they're scheduled to director) with a cold business
go on, just to keep things run- like silence. They must choose
ning smoothl:;., they're told.
who will work and who will
What it does instead iA build the watch, listen and wait.
tension to an even higher level
"He was five seconds long on
for the students waiting to each story," Brown says. he
perform.
shakes his bead and jots down a
"The longer you wait, the note. Another student forgot
more nervous you get," said SQIDething iD his sc:ript. ''WbO's
Mark Hillenbrand. a juDior in Simoa?" be asks of no ooe iD
radio-televisiOh.
particular. "He didn't say who
They line the haUway outside Simoo was ..." Another note.
Staf~

Staff photo by Jay Bryant

WarreD Lewis, senior Ia radiG-Celevision, was
Me of the 81 people who auditianed for the 45

out for the 32 full-tinae staR pesitioas at WSIU
Radio.

positioas at WSIU-TV. Some 113 students tried
"What's scary for new people
is not knowing what to expect,"
Bill Andrle, a radioI.Pievision sophomore, who last
semester anchored an afternoon telecast. "Especially If
you've never done TV before.
S" JS

Everyone is nervous for an

audit:icln. very mucb so."

John Fillipitcb, a radiotelevisioo jwlior, cuncun. He

WELLNESS

says that auditioning is five
times more nerve-racking than
performing live.
"On the show once a week you
can get away with mistakes,"
he said. "P.~re you can't
because the) 're looking for
mistakes. YO\; prepare and
prepare and its almost aU for

naught."
After the stories are read. the

audition is complete. The
control room reaction ~. always
the same. Tbe int~ speaks:
"Very good. Tharut you." The
applicants seem to expect
something more, perhaps a
booming voice saying, "You're
hired! .. They me out quietly.
-That was real good. Thank
you." Tile mike is shut off. The
awlicant walks out.

RESOURCE

Your Body's a Temple
Why Treat It Like a Motel?
HUMAN SEXUALITY PATIENT ACTIVATION
SERVICES
PROGRAM

LIFESTYLING
PROGRAM
•Group and Individual Counseling for
-Stop Smoking
-Weight Management
-Stress Management
-Nutrition
-Exercise
•Quality of life Assessment
•Residence Hall Programs
•Books and Resources
KldSnarHall
Call536-n02

•Personal Counseling for
-Birth Control
-Pregnancy
-Sexual dissatisfaction
-Rape
-Sexual Relationships
-Gay Sexuality
•Groups for
-Sexual Awareness
-Women and Orgasm
•Sexuality library
•Residence Hall Programs
KesnarHoll
Caii453-510T

•Self Core Resource Room
(off Health Service waiting room)
Books, brochures & counseling for
-Upper respiratory problems
-Gynecological problem
-Nutrition & special diets
-Holistic health
-Any health concern
•Medical Self care seminars
•Women's Self care resources
•Residence Hall Programs
•StudentWellness Outreach Program
•Trueblaod Halt
Health Service
Call453-331l

ALCOHOL
EDUCATION
PROJECT
•Alcohol Seminars on
-Responsible Drinking
-Alcohol Abuse
-Alcohol and Women
-Myths and Fallicies
-Alternative Highs
-Alcohol and Minorities
and many more
•Referrals and Information
•Residence Hall Programs
College View Dorm
Call536-5504

For Information on Programs
Call or Walk in

Student Well ness Resource Ce11ter
112 Small Group Housing \Kesnar Hall)
(Across from Health S.,rvice)

,-· -~~~-:I?.92
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Miss Black Dlinois to tour Iceland,
Germany on USO entertainment trip
similarities with Betts in addition to being Miss Black
Illinois. Grady is teaching at the
same school where Betts once
Wl)l"ked.
Ott the tour. the r.lltive of East
St. Louis will use ~ stage
talents that she developed while
a student at SIU from l!rn: to
1976. In addition to drama and
speech classes, "'hicb she
('redits with teaching her
discipline, she performed with
the Kutoma Players, a black
acting troupe.
Before comin& to SIU she
studied dance with Katherine
Dunham, a dancer who toured
the West Indies and converted
d~~:o rituals into stylized

By Jeaell Olsoa

Slaff Writer
Wbell Marquita Grady was
named Mig Bla<'k Eboness at
in 1973. she and the other
CUJtestants were given some
tips on poise from Miss Black

sru..c

Illinois, Denlse Betts. Grady

was so impressed with Betts
that she decided she would nn

someday for the state-wide title.
Last June the 25-year~ld

•,;peecb education graduate

achieved her goal. Today Grady

~~::!~ ~~ :ri~:"~~~~

Service Organizations Show 1an

entertainment tour l to Iceland
and Northern Germany.
"I'm really excited about the
tour," said Grady during a
telephone i11tervie-;. from her
hotel room in Mishicot. Wis.
"I've never be'n o\·erseas
before and I want to see the
different cultures and Jirestyles,
as well as entertain ...
Grady, Miss Black Connecticut Sheila Cunningham
and M~ Black District of
Columbia Vicki Johnson were
chosen from a group of Zl
women to accompany Miss
Blact America, Varetta Shankle.

on the tour. Grady said they
were chosen primarily for their
ability to get aion~ with people.

Marquita Grady

They were also selected
because of their singing and
dancing talents.
A teach;!r in career education
at Joliet Township High School,
Grady is in Wisconsi:1.
preparing for the show ur.•!!
S..turday when thev will go to
Washington,
form~nces

D.C.,

ror

per-

at the Walter Reed
Hospital and the PPntagon. The
troupe will leave for Germany
Feb. 5.·
Grady, who is on a lee. ve P.!
absence from her teaching JOb.
has four.d she has otlaer

Grady {Jarticularly recalled
or.e SIU speech teacher.
Eliz&CJeth
Norwood. who
stressed discipline and yet "at
the same time she was flexible
enough to let us be creative."
Like Grady, Norwood alro left
the University in 1976.
"I'd als<> like to get a master's
degree in English, speech and
drama someday." Grady said,
noting that she would return to
_c;;IIT if she could get a
fellowsh.p. But that is a goal
that she ~id wm 'lave to wait.

Hoffman's t"'ersatile performance
the drit"'e behirtd 'Kramer' success
By E4wanl R. Berry
su.lent Writer
What is it about Dustin
Hoffman that we all have come
to like so much'! Is it his oovish
..bllml Ot' lus abilitv to
tinJOUSly switch fr:illl a totally

eon-

nea:roCic mood to complete

passivity without losing rontrol
af t·JS character? Whatever.

he's &lne it again in Robert
Benton's
"Kramer
vs
Kramer."
It's an unpleasant stcry of a
family break-up and the battle
that ensues between the parents
for custody of their onlv child
Justin Henry plays young Billy
Kramer, who has lived most of
his seven years under the
guidance of his mother ( plaved
by Meryl Streepl.
The plot develop!' as Streep
realize. sht: cannot take the
pr:essures of motherhood along
With the role qf being wife to a
man who is an advertising
worka~olic: <Hoffman!. Only
after his wife flees from their
borne for good does Hoffman
realize that he never took the
timP to experience what it's like
to be a realfather. Now he must
serve as a mother, too.
The three main characters

place guilt on themselves for
the family break-up. In a unique
plot twist. aU three look at
themselves and· realize their
own faults instead of blaming
each other. They all mature in
character while trying to draw
together as a family once av,ain.
The relationship between
Hoffman and Henry is
irresistible. Little by little, the
two becorw~ a team. a partnership th;o t will never end.
In a ,cene in which Hoffman
must let Streep St!e the boy for
th<: first time in 15 months, the
child immediately runs to his
mother's wait.mg arms. The
only thing viewers can experience is the empty feeling
inside of Hoffman as he watches
his son walk off for an afternoon
with his mother.
Hoffman fears the possibility
of losing his son, i"lu~ only for his
sake, but for that"! his son who
has come to love him so much.
Raving about the various

individuals resr.onsible for
putting together this splendid
film would be easy, but most of
the credit must go to Hoffman
for another suj)l'rb acting job.
An Academy Award nomination
is a must.
Streep. the rising star of the
'80s, has a fairly small part, but
gives a convincing performance
as the woman who wanted to be
the mother of the boy she loved
and also realize herself as a
complete person.
Henry, in his first acting role,
offers an excellent performance
as the loveable son.
The only reaction anyone can
have after seeing this film is
that it is one of the finest movies
produced in 1979.

CokP apprm·ps

alten•aw

stt'ft>tner

ATLANTA iAPl The
Coca-Cola Co.Monday approved
the use of an alternative
sweetener in the soft-drink

i.r~J! ~~~~~~suppliers

Spokesn•.ut John Yc'hite said
the quality and taste t;{ CocaCola will be the same

SPC Is now accepting applications for
Travel & Recreation Chairperson. Must
be full time student In good academic
standing. An active Interest In Stude·nt
Programming and at least I hours a
week are necessary.
Applications and more information are
available in the SPC OHice. 3rd floor,
Student Centell", 536-3393

_.,.........·-·..,.........,..._.

Health News ...

Recurring Shoulder Pain
Calls For Action Now
BY DR. ROY S. WHITE

Doctor of Chiropractic
Shoulder pain, os a symUltimately.
nature
ptom, is easily rt>Cognized
responds to the incessant
but seldom underst">Od.
pain with varying degrees
Earlier, less
of immobility.
acute sympShoulder and arm po•n
toms provide
constitutes
the
most
the tip-off.
freqvently
recognized
What ft
symptom of structurol
: . enhe
defects in the lower neck
resu 1 '" t
, · and upper spine.
o~h.ng. throb' ·
Abnormally small or
beng shoulder
distorted . nerve openings
is a condition
in the uppet" spine serve to
that began os
irritate the nerves which
pass thrao•gh them to sup·
stiff and tender "Showr'
muscles across the top of
ply the shoulder. neck,
the shoulders.
arm. upper bock and chest
Left untreated that stif·
m!.rscles. It follows thnt
fness and tenderness con
~~scles
supplied
by
progress over a period ol
trr~ot't.c nerves the~·

we~l"

to_ ultimat~ly reach
on enten51ty that as almost
unbearable. Burning ache
of shoulder con and often
does extend into the neck
and heod.
Obviously, neck and
shoulder movement then
becomes increasingly dif·
lic~lt ~ painful: The first
s_enous anterest an correct10n frec:'uently follows the
frustration a person has
who ottemp's to shove or
comb the hair or shamfK'O
it, ~~ that ~tion con cause
an.encrease en sharpness of
~'". do_wn the arm and
ling lang •n the fingers.
Ultimately weokness
and fatigue, tremor of the
arm accompanies the pain
and the muscles across the
chest may become tender.
The symptoms then ore all
the more rec~nizoble and
mode more severe by
, . t~ing 9' J~i"¥· ,
. Ultimol~ly. nature ' · ~ ~;

ful. :'nd l=e=:~:j
eslasticity and ability to
relax.
The
shoulder
pain,
tingling. and pain across
the chest con be only the
first of many problems.
Upper
bock
aches.
heodoches, pain and ten-

=:-~~es'heo/~::r~~~

posit! pie.
Experience has shown
that shoulder and orm pain
respond to the specialized
core offered by the Doctor
of Chiroprodic.
But the early warning
symptoms of pain ond tenderness ore calls to action.
Shoulder and arm pain
will probably never per·
montly correct themselves.
Do you hove a question?
Write or Call ...
DR. ROY S. WHITE
c/oCarbondoleChiroproctic
Clin~

~''

ll

103 S. Washington
~~rbcndot• (6,8) 457~8127

'Cuba' fails to develop tltetrte, lacks depth
By J...U 0,_
·
Staff Writer
When director Richard Lester
was n.aking plans for filming
"Cuba," he said he "wanted to
make a political film within
which no one spoke abo:Jt
pohtics and a Jove story in
which no one spoke about Jove."
Thefinishedproductisapicture
that fails to develop either
theme.
Watching "Cuba" is like
trying to assemble the pieces of
a jigsaw puzzle when some of
them are missing. Unless you
are familiar with Cuba's
history, you will rrobably be
lost during much o the picture.
It depicts the tumultuous events

'C
GR.evJeW~
.

~Film

•

that ta.,_e place during the .last
two W•!eks of the Batista
regime. Jumping haphazardly
from one set of characters to
another, the story is hard to
follow until it comes together
near the end.
The story begins with Robert
Oapes, played by Sean Connery,
arrivi~ in Cuba by plane.
Oapes IS a tail, handsome, 1ntelligent British soldier who .1:s
hired to aa~ist Fulgenc10
Batista's army against the
resistance movement headed

'Happy Days' crowd readies
for gloomier times in future
LOS ANGELES <AP) "Happy Days" fans have
probably noticed that t~-~ days
are becoming less happy on that
show.
That is to say: The "Happy
Days" crew is getting old. The
innocent '50s became the tur·
bulent '60s. High School became
collelle. And last Wi!ek. Arnold's
Drive-In burned down.
It's not likely that the series,
still strong in its seventh
seascm, will become "Anxious
Days," but what was once a
light !"!ostalgia trip to sim~er
times has become somethinl
else something ti1at is much
more 1970s sitcom than 195011
mastalgia.

The demise of Arnold's last
week was the symbolic end of
what "Happy 0'1ys·~ was in its
beginnings but the e: ••.uges
have been ~curring aU along;
their seeds were planted by
creator Garry Manhall when
"Happy Days" began.
"~e promised the cast when
we started that they would not
have to remain U".e same," says
MarshalJ. "We told them they
wouldn't have
to
play
sophomores in high school for 10
years. Wt>'ve now taken them
through four years of high
school Lnd three years of
college. Their cbclracters have
grown with them...

by Fidel CosUo.
Also on the plane is a greedy
American businessman, Larry
Gutman. played by Jack
Weston. Gutman is in Cuba to
invest in a cigar factory and
take advantage of
the
corruption, gambling ana
prostitution available in a city
in which everybody is 011 the
take.
The film sporadically moves
from Dapes to Gutman to Juan
and Alexandra Pulido. played
by Chris Sara11don and Brooke
Adams. The Pulidos own t~e
cigar factory that Gutman 1s

lniN"'"' ln. A:.uodn ;, ,

strong, beautiful woman who
manages the busi'less and Juan
is a weak and unfaithful
husband who is .1 member of a
very important !":uban family.
The action be~ins to come
together when Dapes sees
Alexandra, the woman he fell in
Jovewithl5yearsbeforelwhen
she was only 15 years old). She
refuses to acknowledge him one
~inute and is in his arms the
next. Tift: love story really isn't
much of r~ Jove story at all. It
Jacks d~pth and emotion; much
like the r~t of the movie.

CRIST.t\UDO'S
Bakery&
?!\ · Flight
Dell
.~.;,-,~~.-.-.;~~ Restaurant
erAIJ~:sj.:

4S7..Ul3

Murdale Shopplft8 Cntr.

OPENMON-SAT

5ft.IS22

NO.1 COMIDY Hm

~~~~
...........

.

Southern Ill. Airport

S:WM~sue

WIEKDAYSS!-7:41.,_

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ROBERT
REDFO;t,·
.
JAN!.
FONDA
t_

We specialiZe in quality
In everything we bake
We make them fresh ~Y
So you can take the cake.

breakfast to lur.ch to
Sunday brunch
We fill you full & h:udy
And for that special happening
We11 tw.~ your nighttime pany.

THE.

From

.

ELEC~C.'.

HORS

s=-.....

-·-~

~

I'M SHOW ll •.te
WIIJCDAYS 5:417:15 t:J1

SPC offers trips south during break
The Student Programming
Committee's Travel ana
Recreation Committee is
sponsoring trips to Daytona
Beach, Fla. and Padre Island.
Texas over sp·ing ~·
Participant!~
wall leave
Carbondale March. 14 and
return March ~ vta m~to~
coach. Tttae is a 96-persor. limit

foF~~:.Fnd a $25 re!t.mdable

damage depos1t, the Daytona
Beach trip includes transportation. eight days and ~en
nights lodging at the Camaval
Motel nocated on the beach two
blocks from the Pier on the

main strip) and a beach party.
Without transportation the
trip costs $140 plus the damage

TUNE-UP

de&::t.
those ·who . prefer to
vaeatloo oo Padre Island,

SPECIA&.S

1oc:ated south of the_Texas ~t
in the Gulf of MeXICO, the trip
will cost $179. Wi~t transportation tJtto cost IS $101• .
Reservations for both trips
musl be made by Fe!>. 11. A $50
deposit is required. If reser·
vations are cancelled on or
before Feb. 11, a SIS cancellation fee will be charged.
The cost of the trips must be
paid in full by Feb. 29.

Come In

HYW 13East

Shopping Center
C:arbondale

· '''

BUICK, OPEL, RENAULT
: .AMC JEEP AND HONDA

or
Call
549-5321
HJ-1610

Valentine Special

Talented ca!'t,
musicians help
'Euhie!' flow

J•n. 27 thru '•'· 14

""'BiD Crowe
Eft""""laiDDtent Editor
Briskly paced and preseqted
wiUt _<!ltlreme profess10nahsm
throughout. '·Eubie!," a Broadway musical trirute to thP. work
of 96-year-i>id f'oinpuser Eubie
lllalw. proved to be a success on
more than one level.
t,iJ'St an<i f~remost, "Eubie!"
religioosly recreated the spirit
of Blake's ragtime compositions that date as far back
as 1899. Musical conductorpianist William Gregg Hunter
creared a sound that conveyed
thP. spirit of the ragtime era, an
eiement crucial to such a
production.
Hunter and his se,en-man
ensemble's exjlerth:e was
equaled by the enthusi;~stic
performance of a talented cast
with superior singing and
dancing abilities. The all-black
cast kept thE production on a
light and "tlitty note. The
audie:tce was often laughing
and applauding t!le c.ast's
singing and dancing skills at the
same time.
A particularly effective
combination of humor and
mu.;ic was achieved during
"B IIi!" ore Buzz." an entertaining take1>ff on a
Keystone Kops-like silent
movie. The dancing and
comedic skills of cast members
Keith Alan Davis, Sargent
Faulkner, Donna Patrice
Ingram, Vernon Spencer,
Robert Melvin and Jackee
_r......
Harry made the scene work.
One of the most impressive A scene from the m•ical "Eabie!"
comments to be made about
"Eubie!" U: that the show flows
when it tries to swih:h from
The sizable cast worked ,.en
ja:ay ragtime com;:;ositioos t!: in \he large production numbers
slower ballad-like vocals. The as mdividuals did in smaller
that tbese compositioos were
light "Baltimore Buzz" slid group:>.
.-itten from the period ol J899 easily and natural,.• Into the
to 1958 is t.1~en into conAnother attribute "Eubie!"
sideration. These songJS weren't ~dd';:~~:;'fe ~ke1 must be ,Q,.IJplavded for is its
originially composed to oe again when the humoi"''.JS in- presentation of the music of
presented as one Broadway terpretation of "My Handyman Blake, whose work has gone
production, but they do sound Ain't Handy No More" flowed virtually unnoticed along with
that way in this show.
into Tony Franklin's lush most of his black counterparts
"Eubie!" is also successful version rtf "Low Down !:!lues:· of the era.

··. . ;'.- . ~·~~.~~>it:~~~:;-;;c:~-~
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Group seeks members
for volunteer activities
Stud.mts i."l~Prestro in doing
volunteer work-· wt who can't
decide what to do - ca11 drop by
the Student Center from to a.m.
to '2 p.m. Tut.sday and polSSibly
gain some help in making a
decision.
"It's Your }love·· i: the name

r:of ~
t:t::rd~e~ :!~~~
thr: first fioor of
Student
th~

instructur

to talk on ener~

Center (where the C'Clft show
usually is). Volunteers in about
25 booth3 will distribute
literature and answer questions
students may have about their
agencies. They will also sign up
any volunteers.
Operation Move <Mobilization of Volunteer Effort) is
sponsoring the recruitment
drive.

Richard Archer. an instructor
in Comprehensive Planning and
Design, will give a lecture titled
"Are the Energy Companie!'
Destroying Small Towns" at 3
p.m. Wednesday in the Student
Center's Ohio Room.
Archer is currently running
workshops teaching farmers to
produce alcohol from com and
other grains. The ultim?~;; goal
of the workshoJIS is for farmers
to bec<:>me self-sufficient.

THERE'S 5nLL
TIME TO PREPARE.

!~:

Coursn
for
the
Spring MCA T & OAT
in Carbondale woll
start in March. Those
interested please coil
collect.

HSTPitP&RITIOII
SIIIC( I 931

S~ltilliST$

Fo,in'"'~'·:....,&Oou•tr·~Ctt"ff'~
!1!IICttl~·-tCUSC•t'~ loAtHOI'
fJUt\~JIYSf.lfl!'

tAll

(314) 997-7791

·.au rano -m.nn

=
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Business Students

= =

-GE't to know your collep&-

*

The College of Business and
Administration Student Council
Proudly A nr.ounces

"New Student Night"
Tuesday, Jan. 29-7:00 p.m.
Student Center, Ballroom B
-Refreshments Will Be Served-

Special Guest Speaken Will Include:
Dr. R. Clifton Anclenen, OHice of the Dean
an4 faculty RepresentatlvH
Frcm Each Deoartment
Also. Representathres from thv following student business
organizations will be ovailoble to answer questions
and help you get involved:
Accoun;ing Club
Marketing Club
Alpha Kappa Psi
Pi Sigma Epsilon
Beta Alpha Psi
Real Estate Club
8.1.8.
SAM

*

DON'T MISS ITI

!IOOc:IOOOOOOCI.OOO.:IOOGOOOC~

Tuesday Night

5:30-8:30 p.m.

#"-----------1
I
:

I
\

WATERING
HOLE
WHEF.E EVERIDNE RANKS!
315 S. Illinois

529-3217
Page a. Dai)Jr Egyptiaa..January ,.Jil8a ,

BI''"G THE FAMILY

... __________...JI
ANDENJOY
ALL THE PIZZA &
SALAD YOU CAN EATi

•
•
P.maLnn
i

~

CARBGNDALE .... 451·3351 HERRII\i. .

. __ 942 3124

WEST fRANK FOnT. 9j2-l113 MURPHYSBORO 6873414

Women

Regulations hamper sale of Dlinois coal
Bv Conrad Stuntz
Staff Writer
The recoverable coal in
Illinois contains more energy
than all the energy in the
Mideast. a report on the future
.,f Illinois states. but state and
federal regulations are making
it hard for Illinois C'lal
producers to 54!11 their product.
The report. compiled by a 17member ta;;k force commissioned by the legislature,
says that IlliooJs' 161 billion ton
coal reserve is expected to
supply 53 percent of Illinois'
electric generating capacity by
the year 2000.
The state's Sf!ven operating
nuclear power plantJ and six.
others being built ar>! supposed
to generate 44.5 percent of
Illinois' electric capacity, the
report said.
In addition to energy considerations, the report also
addressed Vlhat the task force
perceived as future problems in
the state.
Regarding education. the
report calls for a rtH!valuation
of the faculty tenure system
standards in response to
student population changes that
will make it nf!<!essary for
faculties to meet new needs.
College students of the future
will be older and more inclir.ed
to be part-time studt~!us, the
report says.
Concerning natural resources. available federal funds for
land acquisition, about $1.49
million in 1979. are being u~
for
maintenance
and
development
of
eJnstmg
recreational facilities. The
report recommends that Illinois
make r{eveloping the tourist
potential of Illinois' open lands,

60 percent of which are located
in Southern Illinois, a top
priority.
"Tourism could be a
significant boost to the local
economy, which is stagnatir•g
because of its dependence on
coal," the report says.
In the area of transportation,
th'! :ilinois Transportation
Study
Commission
has
projected an $8.3 billion deficit
over the next five years for
maintaining the state's transportation system. All the
state's major transportation
systems face tremendous
rehabilitative
costs-$15.6
billion for highways by 1!184:
$1.9 billion for a public transportation system by 1984: $16.6
millionformajorrailroads: and
$645.4 million for airports by the
year 2000. The report suggests
that the Illinois Department of
Transportation develop a
long-range plan to maintain the
system witb an emphasis on
expanding
public
tran·
sportation means.
Regarding Jte economy, the
re~ort says, "In Southern
Illinois. unemployment has
remained hi~h. exceeding ~e
statewide rate of ·;r.3 percent m
16of the 2S counties in 1975. With
little job growth projected here,
man:; of the state's rural
~jdents may find few employme11t opportunities."
A d·~teriorating business
dima~e has contributed to the
lllck of employment opportwii~jes because out~f-state
businesses refuse to locate in
lllioois. Instability in the nature
of corporate taxes, unemployment benefits and workers'
compensation, and state
legulations make it difficult for

private investors to calcu!:l~e
risks. The report concludes tha<
regulations must be reh~:;..ed
where possible, the tax s\ruc·
lure must be stabilized. .•nd
in'liestment incentives must be
de,·eioped to attract new
manufacturing firms.
The coal industry faces some
of those same problems. the
report
says.
Increasing
demands to follow federal clean
air regulations have forced
many industries to purchase
low-sulphur western coal.
Illinois coal has three to four
times the sulphur of western
coal.
Federal and state regulatJon.c;

We ore lookin·;~ for &.S. and M.5. Electrical
ond Mechonicol Engineers, if interested
sign up to tolk to:

lor

Fer more information call
529-1864 and ask for Marcia

Hayes or Office of Student
Development
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It's full of
beef. Not
full of beans.
At iNendy's. we make
our chili with lots and lots
!.f 100% pure. fresh beef
1n fact ewry bowl of
Wendy's Chi has about a
quarter pound of beef in it
And just rhe right amount of
beans to go with it

Its made from
saatch.

Someother~<;might

sm.oe you c.'lllned ell&. fut
not Wendy's Old Fashion-!d
1-tamburgers. We make chi
from saalt'h, the WAY 1J0U
would With only rhe treshesl

beef. beans and tomato sauce
plus just lhe ri!jlt spices. So
you get homemade taste
without aD the rrouble.

D-.1vid W. Butts

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, illinvis 62525
An Equo' Opportunity Ernployer
Mole f<'male

453-5101
Student Wellneu
Resource Center

Talent Show

can gW. .,..... that needed help. Ne"'
closs•• stort aoch week. Student
Discount Avoiloble. Phone ~9-3917 for
0 ,,_no obligation Clllpoin-t.
W•ighf loss Center
~12W Mo'n. Carbondale

SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

Blanche Freund

Hum.tSexuallty
Senrlcas

THETA .XI

W
HT
LOSS
SCHOOL

OPERATIONS

Call for interview
appointment today

&•campus

1

SYSTEM DESIGN

mission's rue! adjusi.m.,.nt
clause requires a hearing fo:lllinois coal producers before
they can add scrubber costs to a
consumer bill. However, it
dO'!Sn'L require a hearing for
wt.stem coal producers to add
shipping costs to the same bills.
These and other regulations
couoled with a 30 percent
decline in coal production since
1970 have fostered unemployment rates as high as 15
percent in some Southern
Illinois coal-producing countie~.

··ouET"'

starting dates. time~ and
locations of courses bemg offered, call 800-252·2933.

A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois Utility is
seeking entry level engineers for the
following areas:

~:m1yf:;;0~e ~~~:;::esc~h~~

A personal growth
group beginning
week of February
12 thru March 14

Audition

·~ OW"o=:t'f:nol !bout

ENGINEERIHG GRADUATES

have essentially stifled the
Illinois coal industry. For

Go on and

Motorcycle safety program
receit'es $116,500 state grant
The motorcycle safety
program has received a $116,500
grant from the Hli~ois
Department of Transportation.
The money, adminisu;re<i by
the department's division of
traffic safety. is used to aid SlUe Safety Center programs
which
teach
motorcycle
operation courses.
The motorcycle safety
;Jrogram is one of sev!-!n off!-!r:ed
io •
various
umverstlles
th. JUghoul. the state.
Courses consist of eight hours
of classroom work and 12 hours
of on-bike instruct!cr :0 riding
technique. There is m.. charge
for the cow-se, whicb ilJ open to

and
Orgasm

r•-,...,.·--·•'f.l"-......

j;ji,

Red Cross seeks multiple donors
When they open the doors
Wednesday morning to begin
the Red Cross blood drive,
Walter Wills probably will be
among the first in line to bare
his arm for a good cause.
Wills, a professor of
agribusiness economics, has
been giving blood regularly
since the Red Cross Bloodmobile began making visits to
the University in 1973. Since
then, he has given 16 units of
blood-that's about two gallons,
as much as the average person
has pumping arounrl in his

body.

"We r.eed · more ~ple who
give that much, ' Joseph
Ragsdale, assistant director of
risk
management,
said.
"Almost all of the blood donated
in the United States is given by
about 3 percent of the people."
Ragsdale coordinates the
bloodmobile's
three-times-ayear visits which are sponsored
by the University staff and
iaculty. He said giving blood is
· one of the most painless ways 1
can think of the help other
people.''
The Red Cross staff, as5isted
by volunteers from the An-
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UNITED Feature SyndiCate
Monday's Puzzle Sotvecl

0 Cl I

$15 for
1 Month-of
UNLIMITED
VISITS •t

Thursday's Puzzle Solved

Tuesday's PtLzzle
ACROSS
1 USSR
5 Rematn
10 Thump
14 Melody
15 Na"'!!atron

WINTER SPECIAL

nuitants Association, will be
accepting blood donations fro>m
11 a.m. to 4:30p.m. Wedn{!Sday
and Thursday in Ballroom D of
the Student Center.
Regsdale ~l~ faculty and
staff may make appointments
to give blood by returning the
mailed appointment cards to
Pe~onnel Services. Anyone will
be welcome to give blood
without an appointment, he
said.
SIU-C tries to meet a annual
quota of about 1,200 pints of
blood, Ragsdale said.

Editor's noee: Here are the
answers to last Thursday's
crasswanl puzzle, which were
inadvertently left out of
Friday's paper. We apologize,
puzzle fans, for the delay.
~
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New Monis Library Circulation Policies.
Effective February 1, 1980

Grace Period for Overdue Library Materials
January 28-31, 1980
Following a period of extensive study and review. new circulation policies for
Morris Library hove been written. These policies, which incorporate compromises based upon recommendations from both faculty and student cc:mstituency groups on corr:lus, were officially approved by Acting Presideni Lesor
o,. December3, 1979.
The new policies will become effective on February 1, 1980. Prepotory to
their implemen,otion, there will be a GRACE PtiCIOD from Monday through
Thursday. January 28-31, 1980. During this period overdue library materials
may be returned without payment of fines. The no-fine grace period applies to
all SIU-C students, faculty, civil ser,ice and odministra•ive/professionol staff,
and courtesy cord holders.

THE FOLLOWING LIBRARY MATERIALS ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN Tt-i£ GRACE PERIOD:
-Recalled Items
-Reserve Room Items
-Items charged out overnight only or by special permission
-Materials from the SIU-C Law library or learning Resource Service
All overdue materials not returned by 12 midnight, January 3) . 1980. will
remain subject to overdu'l charges in line with the new circulation policies.
These policies appear in t~e January 24, 1980, issue f'f the Daily Egyptian, and
printed copies ore also available in Morris library.
Thanks and appreciation ore expressed to representatives from constituency
groups, faculty members, students, the Library Affairs Ad11isory Committee,
the ad hoc Morris Library Circulation Policies Committee, and members of the
University administration who ho11e contributed to these policy changes.
E. Dole Cluff
C irector of library Sarvices
'Kenneth G. Peterson,
Dean of library Affairs
f'a(olf' HI. Daily Egyptian. J.muary i:9, 198U

·STC to sponsor energy workshop
How to cut heat bills and grow
fresh vegetables in til-! middle
ol the winter will hE: <ile main
topie of discussion at the public
workshop pi<mned Feb. 9 by
solar energy !pecialists in the
School of Technical Careers.
Centerpiece of the workshop
will be a working 12- by 30-foot
solar-ht>.ated greenhouse. The

event is scheduled from 9 a.m.
t& 2 p.m. at the construction
ll'Chnc-logy building on the STC
campus near Carterville.
Lewis Russell. coordinator of
STC's Solar Energy Project.
said the-idea hehind the clinic is
to s!tow people that solar
greenhouses can be built
without having to spend a lot of

ii"'•joy

money.
"Greenhouses aren't particulatl" expensive or complicated to build." Russell said.
Russell said the greenhouse
eventually will be part of a
planned STC solar energy
laboratory which will be built
near
the
construction
technology site.
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THE WORLD'S
MOST POWERFUL
35 WATT RECEIVER.
w.ve Fonn Comparison ol Conventional Bipogr ~li·ansistor
vs. ~ Doublmo Class G Amplification.

__.
---

-----·
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.... ~

Hlt.:hl's Class G

POWER DOUBLING
CLAS G
The beauty of the SR-604
stereo receiver:
In normal operation,
it delivers 35 watts per
channel, both channels
driven at 8 ohms, from 2o20,000 Hz, with no more
than O.OS'total harmonic
distortion. But when it's confronted
__
with a demanding musical peak, it switches over to
power doubling Class G amplification, becoming a super power
auxilary amplifier delivering a massive 70 watts per channel.
The result? Clean, unchpped musical peaks and outstanding dynamic range.
.
You'll also like what it does to the tuner section, in eritical areas like
sP-nsitivity, selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio perfm--nance.
The amazing SR-604-super-power, low distortion, all the
good things you're looking for i.n stereo.

SOLD ONLY AT:

THE MUSIC BOX

, .124 S.lllinois A\.•e..

549-5612. Across Fro1m Train Station
Daily Egyptian. January 29,
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Proposed bill would give counties
in Dlinois 'rain-making' authority
but that "simplistically. it in-

By Dea:t Athans
St.aff Writer

Illinois counties may be able
to get state assistance to make
rain if recently proposed
legislation is passed.
Rep. William Harris, DMarion. chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Weather
Modification and sponsor of the
bill, said that, if passed, the
plan wiU aUow counties to
create a
"rain-making"
authori~-

"1 beheve local government&

should be given the power to try
to modify the weather at times
when a drought could severelv

affect the focal economy,;,
Harris :>aid. "Such programs
can be costly. but mv legislatiOP
would provide a 50-50 Share of
the costs by state and local
governments~"·

•

The head of the Atmospheric
Sciences Secbnn of the Illinois

Water Survey, Stan Changnon,
said the process of weather
modification is very complex

volves alterir g the physics of
clouds to in.·rease their ef-

ficiency in pr~~ing rainfall."
Changnon, wr.:: miay ~ a
technical assistant in the
program, is now doing weather
"pre-experimentation" at tht;
University of Illinois and explained that dry ice or silver
iodide can be added to clouds
from airplanes. The chemicals
"hdve
properliu
which
emulate nature's production of
rain," he said.
"T~1ey
produce the lee
crystals that water or ice fonns
around," Changnon said,
"which means we can also
prodtx•e snow if we want. But
the
circumstances
that
surround the cloud-seeding
make it full of uncertainty."
Harris and the bill's cosponsor, Rep. Bruce Richmond,
D-Murphysboro, hope the
program will be approved by
county voters if it passes the
General Assembly. Harris said

Group ready to help elderly
U'ith sideuulk snow removal
By Robin Saponar
Staff Writer
Although snow has not been
plentiful in the Carbondale area

this
winter,
"Operation
Snowbound" is readv to go at
the first sign of a snowflake.
"Operation Snowbound" is a
volunteer program organized
by the Carbondale Senior
Citizens Center to assist the
elderly by removing snow from
sidewalks in front of their
homes.
Executive Director Carol H.
Johnson devel~ the pt'ogram
two years ago m rt!Sponse to a
snow removal ordinance,
~

by the Clty Council in

February 1978. The ordinance
requires the snow to be
n-moved on all sidewalks adj~in~ng residents· property
w1thin 2\ hours after the snow
stops falling. Offenders could be
fined from $10 to SSOO a day for
violation of the ordinance if
found guilty.
..It would be so much help for
the elderly. It's a hard time for
them during winter." Andy
Fejedelem, coordinator of the
program, said.
"Some of them have heart
conditions or broken bones "
Fejedelem. a social service
int~. said. " If they slipped on
the 1ce, they could be convalescing from their injuries for
a long time."
Carbondale merchants have
donated shovels and ice melting
supplies to the program.
VoiWJteers are from student
s~rvice organizations, the
Newman Center, the National
Guard Armory, the Women's
Center, boy scout troops and
fraternities and sororities.
About 150 senior citizens have
requested
assistance
in
shoveling their sidew..lks. The

service is provided to them at
no charge; yet if the elderly
want to pay volunteers. the
center acrepts donations according to Fejedelem.
He said the program has
received quite a few compliments. ..The elderly are
really grateful. They may
donate a cup of hot chocolate or
a chat, but it's a great ct·.ance to
learn about Carbondale in the
olrler days." He added
laughing, "Or to reminisce
shoot being home and shoV@I.ing
your own sidewalks."
The Wome11's Center was
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Horse racing
a billion dollar
bll8iness in 1979

!=.:~i' a limited time only, AEROFLITE INC. is offering
a "Back-to-School Special" to students interested in
learning to fly.
Here's how it works:
Any student presenting a paid Spring Fee Statement
receives 10% OFF on ...

CHICAGO lAP> - Racing
became a billion dollar bustness
in Illinois in 1979 according to
statistics released by the
Illinois Racing Board.

l. The Piper Video Training System (Private Pilol)
2. Private Pilot flight Training
AEIIOfliTF.. INC
3. Privcile P;Jot Ground Training
WIUIAAASON COUNTY AIRPORT
offer ••l'irft ~ttb. 20th
AAAIIION. ll 62959. . .

Tracks throughout the state
hanclled a record high of
$1,026.atl0.434 during 1979 and
early indications through the
first three weeks of 1980 Indicate that mark will be exceeded this year.

Call now t93-27M

* Ttris offer~ only to •tudents wolhout pr.,ioon ~<e•nong.

PfiJfiii

The billion dollar handle for
1979 was for 1.118 davs of
thoroughbred. standardbred
and quarterhorse racms and
exceeded the 1978 total of
$882,399.514 for 1,015 days.

until1:30 p.m .
Mon-Fri

549-3366

NLY ONE CCIUPON PER ORDE

Representatives from:
*Office of Veteran Affairs
*Veterans Administration
•Student Work and Financial Ass.
*Illinois Job Service
*Career Planning & Placement

1
1

t
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~ttention

January 30 from 8:30- 4:00

H~ of the Folof;r- I

fi•h _,.,..,ich .,..,. sandwich
Wshkallob

Richard Archer, design instructor, Paul Yambert of the
Forestry Department, ar.d Tom Dilley, environmental
educator for Williamson Countv, will speak about "En·
vironment, Community and Sociial ResponsibilitY." at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Morris Library Auditorium.

Missouri Room, Student Center

, I ~Jt---;w-;::..1
I
... oH minomum I
J •11 __..W... purchcne I
witluoupon
Sl.30 1

II

"Thin From Within: A SeH-Control PrOfUam For Weight
ManagemP.nt" will be oifered by the Lift>!ltyling pr::gr:~;r.
for r..-c C~Pf'ntiVf' ~·ctl:4 ~ummg at 3 p::n. Tuesday,
Feb. 5., in Activity Room B.

ORIENTATION
FOR
NEW STUDENT-VETS

!

Werenow
The 1st stop on the strip

3926 or 453-5781.

***************
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the

The Sphinx Club is takmg reservations for a two-part
seminar by Stanley Krippner, an expert in parapsychology
and related psychic phenomena, at 4:30 and 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the Ohio Room, with a cafeteria supper at 6:30
p.m. Krippner is director of the Humanistic Physchology
Institute and has written ''The Realms of Healing," "The
Song of the Siren," "Psycholinesis," and "Extrasensory
Perception." Reservations may be made by calling 54~

Veterans

-.·tf•n...tlc ~·.~ 1

I1I .:Xn s.
.f

''There have been no major
experiment~ east of Lhc Gn>~!
Plaine,'' (~hangnon said. "So
farmers, or m this case local
and state governments, would
be taking a risk in just going
ahead with it. It depends on
how much of a risk they are
willing to take.
"Farmers often invest up to
$150 per acre in their crops. In
times of drought, where the
difference between making a
profit and not making one is at
stake, they might be willing to
invest another 50 cents an acre
to have some rain made for
them," Changnon said. "But
the problem still remains that
you might get something and
you might get nothing."

elderly hom~w11ers are women
and they might feel more at
ease if a womaJ> came to shovel
The handle for thoroughbred
fo~ them, instead of a man," he
racing was $521,298.655; for
sa1d.
Du.'"ing the week; volunteers standardbreds $50'..:,739.1~ and
call to obtain the names and fot' quarterhorses S2.822.61L
addresses of senior citizens
Revenues received by the
needing their walks shoveled
from the center and from the State of Illinois from horse
Jackson County Network on racing totaled $83.715,845 for
1979 or $10,978,555 more than in
weekends.
..Last year the snow storm 1978.
was during break and a lot of
Besides Illinois, the only othw
!O'udents were out of town.
There was still a good turnout states that handled a billion
from the studenu that were dollars last year were New
York and Caliiornia.
here."

ra------~
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........
•••tory

somt> western statEs have been
able to inc:rease total rainfall by
as much as 20 ptri'Cent through
rain modificati('.n programs.
B•Jt Cll'!!':gr.on believes experimentation should be done
i:!~u~ legislature approves

All Veterans
T l
ne
come.,
11

*Ad~ iss ions
*Office of Student Development
*Vets Club
*IlL Dept. of Veterans AHnirs
*AmV&~

IFREE REFRESHMENTS)

........................~~..'·:~·.·~.-~,;~.~-~·~·~~~'~o~-~=·~~;;;;;::;;~;;;:~::·:·;d:;•:~~M~~;~•:~:·~:·~·~·-~·~,~~~~~~~
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IMcLeansboro hopes to restore mansion
By Suzanne Longmire
Nt-ws Editor
and Joan Major
Student Writer

The yenr is 1890. The
magnificent Cloud house in the
center of McLeansboro is &live
with music, dancing and all the
niceties o'i the very wealthy.
The guest! are awed at this
splendor a fortunate family
calls home. This is truly the
pride of McLeansboro.
TuJ..~. the :'\ferny house is
still awe-inspiring. However, its
once lively halls are now still
and foreboding, befitting the
publi~ library it is. The interiol'!\
have bt>en altered many timl'&
in the past 50 years, but new the
chang,~s
have a dishnc:l
direction. For, with a little luck
and determination, and more
than a little money, the CloudMcCoy howe may become the
house it was that day in 1890.
Proudly in the southwest
comer of the McLeansboro
Square stands the dignified
ancestor of McLeansboro.
A sign at the entrance reads

"McCoy Memorial Library ...
The unusual architecture is a
mesh of Victorian and Queer.
Anne style. The construction,
done in 1883 by the Reid
Brothers in Evansville, was
supplemented by the bricks
made in the Smith Brickyard in
McLeansboro
under
the
direction of Caleb Smith.
Or!:C.te doors adorn the entrance. Once inside, the stately
rooms with 14-foot ceilings
overwhelm t.'te visitor. The
origiqal gas chandeliers still
dangle from the ceiling, converted now to electticity.
Oak, walnut. chestnut. maple
and red cherrywood beautify
~he
interior. Distributed
t!tro11ghout the mansion are
nine fireplaces of which marble
fr(•m Italy and tile from
E:-1gland form tlte structure and
four.dation.
Pl!ash, golden velvet ca~
oD(e covered the mansion'!!
floors.
Within the upstairs were five
bedroom chambers servants
quarters and 'l dumbwaiter.

Real Estate Club to help
orient bttsiness students
Ry Bruce Hea•ey

siudent Writer
The Real Estate Club is still a
novice among the other
organizations in tile College of
Busineso but it is not hesitating
to get its feet wet
Formed last faD semester,
the Real Estate Club, along with
seven other business-related
organizations, will answer
qn-:!stions and provide information at the College of
Business' "New Student Night"

~a~7~m~~
Center.
Like the other organizations,
tt.e Real Estate Club wiU have a
booth with representatives from
the club helpir l new students
understand tile club's purpose
and some of tile activities it
plans to sponsor.
1be 35-member club was
formed by four business
students interested in providing
current information, recent
developments and practical
involvement to rea! estate
students. Kevin Swan, senior in
business, Fred Sutton. Gary
Ahr and George Lang. aU
graduated, initiated and
organized the club.

Recognized as a student
organization this semester, the
club hopes to have gueiil
speakers from St. Louis and
Chicago come and discuss such
tor;·~s as commercial real
estate salesperson of today
vesbnents.
A home-buying seminar. open
to aU students, is also being
planned for this semester.
Internships through the club
are also being offered to real
estate
students.
Swan,
president of the club, is
currently workintt with Havens
Realtors of Car b<Hidale and
other realtors in the area are
interested in tile internship

p~rr:· Havens.

of Havens
Realtors, c:alls the internships a
golden opportunity for potential
granuates to experience ~
business world and gam
competitive advantage in the
real estate field.
SIU-C now offers four real
estate courses. Sptlllsor of the
club. George Karvel, a~iate
professor in accounting, sa1d he
hopeS to have more diversified
real estate courses offered in
the future.

.............,..
(Chiropractic)

Encased in g]ass in iter
original gas chandeliers still
dangle from the ceili~. converted now to electricity.
became a woman, anrl then a
l~end.

When Mary Elltn Cloud
McCoy died in Octaber, 1921,
she left her home to the city for
use as a ('!!bln:. library. She al~.o
included a provlsion that the
Women's Club would have a
home there for meetings. A:: s!>e
also knew the upkeep for ol-i
homes is very expensive. sh,;;
stated in her will that office.;
could be built on the second
floor to defray some of the
costs.
The reconstruction began in
1922 when a new staircase was
needed to direct people away
from the main library entrance
to offices upstairs. Several
dentists and the city clerk's
offices were on the second floor
from 1922 to 1935.
An increasing awareness of
the historical value of the
McCoy house has launched new
efforts to restore it to tu.~-of-

Jan

the-century condition.
A museum in tht> house was
establishe<l about six years ago
by the Historical Society.
Guided tours are given through
the rooms on the second floor
twice a week.

Jenny

at

~&9~
HAIRSTYLES

&deu4

The antique articles in the
rooms were uonated by
residents in the McLeansboro
area. One the the bedspreads in
the musemn is 136 years old.
One of the rooms in the
museum will be a genealogical
hl.;tory room for people to trace
their ancestors. Boxes of
documents and records have
already accumulated.

•~~ Tec~i~t~nl?a!le

or.~ ~et o S50 GRADO F3E
Cart FREE
•Buy a Technics Coss.Oeck
on~P~b~ ~o:;E ~ 10) Mox&ll.
•All Grad.:~ Cartridges 50
•Phillips-SO waft Integ. Amp
Ret. $50().S.Ie S2ft
•Matching Tuner Ret.$35(}.

of

Also in the museum. is a coal
mine exhibit and an Indian
artifact collection.
A t'ommittee was formed to
pur"'t-ase the carpet and
wallpaper, which is auther;tic of
the period.
Members of the Historical
Society, CETA workers and
hired carpenters did most of the
reconstruction for the museum.

S.letlM

•Nokomichi 480 coss. deck
Retail $50().S.Ie MM
•Topes: TOK SA-C90-$3.75e. or
$36/case of 10. Moxeli UDXUI
C-90S..25eor$tllcoseof 10.

""-of P•ul Roth's Saltln
$peekers"
7 days a week Bam- lOpm
313 South St. M'boro 684-3771

'IHE GREAT ESCAPE
tonight

JIM SCHWALL
611 S. Illinois

Add INTEREST to
your life with

SHARE DRAFTS

While you're paying
your bills with Share
Drafts, we're paying
you!

CHIROPRACTIC
IN FORMAliON
BUREAU
•Information

... because you deserve something better than ordinary checking!

•Referrals

•Emergencies
Personal Consultation
Available
9am-5.-m Mon-Fri 9am-12pm Sat

CALL 549·6313

•Free drafts with -direct deposits
•Shore drafts look like and perform like checks
•S~. annual dividend poid monthly
•No minimum balance on draft accounts
. •No service charges

For hcordM Chiropractic Meuose

Dla !:!:!!2!NIJ~·
·0
...,.,

GIIACI' PAIN
G2WHif'lASH

G5WHY CMIIIOPIIACTIC?
G6NKK. SHOULOH. ARM t'AIN

==:~~s

~~v:,~,:;~K)N

ATI & GIIOUP HEALtH INSUitANCE PAY
FOit CHIIIOPitACTIC CAll•

Come Into the Credit Union
OHtce ancl open an

account today

CALLYOUR

I

S U EMPLOYEES
CREDIT UNION
1217W.MalnSt.
Cldton4ele.llllnolstHI1

.,,_,,.,

____.,
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!MAVERICK
1975
4-door
automatic, power steering. ,;
brakes, a1r, good mileage. looks
The Datly Egyptian cannot be good. 684-6574.
3444Aa85

I

::=~i'i.!:t~~A~~~t'::ndat:

I

HIADQUARTIIIS

1968 FORD AUTOMATIC. Run!'
good,
AM Rad10, new
1 year old batte1-y. 549-0268.
3431Aa85

I parts. snow tires.
I

responsible for rhecktng the1r
advertiSement for errors. t:rrotllnot
the fault of the advertiser wtach
le&~~en
the
vatue
of
the
advertisement w1U be adjusted If
your ad appears incorrectly, or if

~~t1s:t>~~~an~~~::Our a:00~11 ~

HIKING BOOTS • GALIBIER.
Men's size 7C (women's 7'-2-81.

~~~c~~~~~!CX:. ·J:.t 4~r;!~~~

after &~.Pl.

cancellatton in the next day's issue.
OassifW Information Rates
n:f:::.u~alC~~ cents per word.

I

l

'p7~~.onlp.l'.utuna kylouto

dafhree

HANDMADE QUILTS, $70.00 and
IIIJ. C all549-3903 after 5:00.
83488AI88

' D.ft
I '" •••ck
....,...... v• s.ptl

·:~..~:'!!:.-Supreme p.s.,

I

pe+;~~ o~:/oa,·s--5

15 Word Milliman;
Any ad whtch is changec> in any
manner or cancelled w1D revert to

, . . E. Main

I

12t-21•

NALDER STEREO

n:.s,

~~~ntsa~~n:ta~fs'i!ectrg:J~ I CUSTOMIZED

CHEVY VAN New engine. tl'lli~ission, brakes,
tires. exhaust. mags, stereo,
~ ~~ anc! much more ~a':i

Automotive•

~TOll

town that do their own service.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ;;a.
Scientific-Engineering, urogrammable
calcui1!or.
Everything from original package
included. "T. I. warranf.Y still ef-

ov.IAULID

lf~=~f~.U ~~m a te~6K~.

STERE
REPAIR

Mt-M7S

4x4; "'•·ton pickup: 20.000 miles;
heavy duty pa~;kage· auto. trans.;
~.B.i, P.S:; A~ AM-FM: 440_ cu.

ru~~ t~·~ :s~ ~~'ft':riar~~ll'=~

Real Estate

~fn'::~oo.,_,_.,. c~~~

A ....lotto.pltetM9-M9S

FC.!l SALE: 10 Acres- GO!Mf Woadll
and 23 tillabJe acres. t5 miles froM

Automat~"

{across from the troin station)

Carbondale. Call893-m4.
3242AD87

~-:~~~~~-~~~~~t
7557 after 5.
3300Aa84

....-~

1!172 PLYMOUTH GRAND Fur-' -

~~~~~i~~=~~=~
Call 549-4462 after 6:00 pm.
3335Aa84

1970 .BUICK SKYLARK. Po...-er
:J:~.~J:~~:'~c, good
B33'k4Aa85

Mobile Homes

---------------19711 PINTO. SUNROOF Sltoreo

fogughtsp snowtires. rustprMf

~~le~ c!'ninJ:J:l~~[~_speed:
3455Aa87
JEEP CJ5 1975 bro"iiin 10" all
terrain tires, K.C.'s, C.B., FM

~=·
!!":':u~fu~i~~! ~~~
see. $4300.00. Call 549-7635.

CARBONDALE AREA:

10x50

1

Ct'.ECK OUT OUR
TRANSPOIITAnON
SPECIAU
- SIOOO
-·

unc~w

I

ssoe

Old

st. 54!H78:!.

!

'

1-----------tl
No ,........,,.offer
I
_ _._ ___ ..._
....._

Seetheseandmontaf

ati:e~·EastRt. 13
•57-21M

•57-2115

I

j

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELECTRICS, new and used. Irwin
typewriter Exchange, 1101 North
Co.t~_r_~_ Marion. Open Monda)'·
Sawruay.l-993-2997. 83290Af101C

I f.~~C:.c~971wF~f w~~!RI~.!!
tires_ $350, Nortaki Fine China
! &1:'~-nJtyaway, Cbriatouher:

~------------------~.
Page. 14. Deity t:gyptiaa, .huJDwy ~. JB110

.

We~.-lstarwoequipment
Good condition or

~~

C'dale Rama:raiM on old Route 1~

FUR-

west. eau 684-414!>.

~~'ts~0N! 1>':ts~ ~~~~':':

C'.ARBONDALE.

32928884

457-2094.

CARBONDALE, 2 BEIJROOM

:~ ~~g~~~· :.rmont~g:

DESOTO. NEW 2·BEDROOM

:!:;!:c&~·

needing repair

Autllo ..........

J4t.Mtl

B3277Bb87

3-BEDROOMS
5

t;&~~~'!.=. f~"7i;:~
3306Bb84

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment. ca~t, air, near
~: absolute y no r~i~

~r

2

•nonth lease. deposit, 54~7058-

3406Bb87

!14~6330

7-2289 aft~..:

EXr.ELLENT FURNISHED APT
Must sublease. S450 the semester
one third utilities. 1 block
&'W54C::~tf!'~~~ town.

rrus

3371Ba84
BE~'WOOM

APARTMENT

1

:::~:~ .?b~pf';!'tffi~~~i ~~~

Corltonclal• Housing,
Extra Nice 4 Bdrm,
furnished house, 3 blocks
from campus, wall-to-wall
carpet. Absolutely no pets,

3360Ba84

CARBONDALE, IN NEED of an
apartment? We have vacancies
smgle or double occupancy'
co~pletely furnished. We pay
ut111t1es. Apply in
Office
511 S. Graham, 457 12, =&.~

.:irson

ColltM-4145

~~:'6~pus. v~~~~86

=-= .

1 APARTMENT FOR 2 people.

~homore •r:.roved on-came.

Call

Includes

:~~~:;..

Royal Rentals

, .._ _...-_,;;;;.;;.-;;;;;.;-;;;;;.,;;;-::;;.:;;:.._.....1

2815Af86C

'73 Chrysler Newport 4dr. I SWEDISH, PURITA~l ILLINOIS
72 Chevy Malibu 2dr.
i ~.~tion,~~i2~ft:ra~~~
6A -0
M echanics d rctam.
•
'71 Monte Carlo, good
t"'R SALE: Dried Wild Ginseng
rubber and engine.
i ~sc~ ~ Call~

NICE

HOUSING.

~~~~~~ ~is~W!l

CARBONDALE - 2 BEDROOMS
comple!ely fu."'lished, large 1 ~

•

j

CARBONDALE.
457-7517.

59'l3.

11MW.MAIN

CARBONDAJ,E

Apartments

16K Apple II $1195
ILLINOIS COMPU1'ERMMI'

A H

'73 Plymouth St. wagon
1
•
98Ae88
full power
ood
•
• runs g
• , Mucellaneous
74 Bu~ 225 ~r. VfKY clean i BUY AND SELL used furniture
inside and out.
1 and antiques. SpiderWeb. South on

Houses
STUDENT RENTALS: 2.3. and 4
bedroom houses, close to campti!',
also one and 3 bedroom apart~~j. ~~~een 4 ~B~C

ONE

bed, 2 m1 es fron campus. 14200,
54 3666
~ ·
3482Ae87
MUST SELL. KOZV 8x36, Wt>il .--~--=P-•"'!!"-=--built, pine '-abinets, good lo.::ation.l
$1150, afler 5PM; ~3779. 54~
34
8588

uncl

457-7941

TAKAMINE CLASSICAL GUITAR
C·l28. rosewooJrl ::.&ck-';ides. spruce
top, hard s~leil case $185.00. Per·
feet condition. 457~. 3465An87

Come in for a free demonstraf

ROLLOHOME.

NEED WHEE.LS? :;:g~~~E.?tia3:Wd~;:'· s~~

GlennWIIIIamiRental
510 So. University

4001 and case. Best offer, 549-1596
after 5.
3447An90

ru~~.lf.:::.
r:rer::~~~
pets. $200
month.

c-ftoMalcl· JH-ayto

2930on Tues. and Thurs. after 6:00
..-1-217-787-7555 anytime.
3387AetOOC

-·

Musical
!~~~~c~~B~~c:;eaJ:

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
•Home and Personal
Uses

sales • ...ntal• 1-slng

12x60

~~b~et!~~F!x:!a~~~~n~

14-f5Aa87

for efficiencies, one
bdrm and two bdrrn
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

FOR RENT

Rt. S1 Cotl.rCreok

Pf;'o/TO WAGON.

Nowta ng
Sporting Goods Spring COntracts

DAVIS AUTO QNtiR

1971S DODliK ADVI!':NTURER·

3486Ba88

MURPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 1
bedroom. $165.00 per month. ~
2694 or 549-7723.
3485Ba88

Cameras

The only stereo specialists in

2 borrel corburoton
SJ5
• borrell corburoton
S..O
Floot ond choke pull offs utro.
Front disc broloft
139 95

Few S.rvlce:
J2t-1M2

FOR SALE: 35 MM Mamiya-5ekor
electJv>ic SLR. f 1.4, s.o; mm lens.
extras. After 6, 687-3714. 3490Aj87

2694 or 54~7723.

3461Ah94

Around $300.00

u.s."" can

au.._._.......,_...

~~Jl~~by~H~:S Sl~~p. ~~~~. :=~-~1~~~\~·~~~IJ:-~~

$32.95

1'8.95
4-~li~
.:0.9S
lrd.dn ....,.._ points. and condensor.
Allot'- ports extra

GLOiiA.L AUTO
North on Hwy. 51
Carbondale

.

Rt.~B~

5pm. ~3308.
3454Ba87
SUBLEASE OR GET Roommate
for 2-bedroom apt. near Crab
Orchard. Call Jeff, 54~7332 or 54~
4060.
3474B886

\,;

HASJ.V.C.
Receivers
Metal Compatcble
Tape Decks Starting

TUMI-UP . . .CIAL
V-1

FOIIEIGN CAR PARTS

"""""'

crossroadS,

HUSKIES,

Layaway. 724-7897.

T~potDecks

7

FOR SALE

~ag~~~ iJI~~~'!fts:~=.~b
and birds also dog and cat supplies. Bed:
Sf~
_ man Co., 20BN.;.,E.Ah87th

715 S. University
(O!"ltt"..,lsland)

Turntablt.-s

~-heat,

TO
SUBLEASE
SPRING
Semester.
one bedroom apartment
~ti~fu:j~O ~mr::.· ~7.~!

. . . .,.. cot toao1 or ....,. 101e • - ·
._...,;
________...,....i

SIBERIA!''

EFFICIENCY

~!::1JlcT!'J~~~er s!:::fn~:~er~l

Dioalunll.nat..,tD..........

A84-68 11

FOR SALE: 1967 Dodge one
runmng condition.
$5flO.OO. Call 457-5747 after 5:00
he an additional cha[l! of SJ.OO to : p.m.
3483Aa86
~ver ~~- cost of
necessary ~· ~'~rD~:'
4 s:d, 4
~ified advertisin~ must he . ~- w' p.m. .p.g.. 34~

3240Ba84

CARTERVILLE

Canaries Parak. .ts Fine'-

•C'•l•
52t-11•1

OWter, Jlood

~:;:;;:~!.:'!8'!';~~~-ih~u:;:fa'i: I

=~I ;~~-u:~~~~~:,i~e:,e~ 1 = d

~=i~t~y~as~.&un.~tl.~~..~ i~1

10 gal aquarium ••••••• 5.99
55 gal aquarium ••. _ •. 69.49

Electronics

'77 Jeep P.U •• J..11 kyl p.s.

to '\Ublease one bt'droom.
rjPhomilre aJIP"".. ed ay:rtment.

s:=.:-.:::.

t'~~t and pad, hes::.Sr1~

yiMtwk V6Wr

I1UDINT DISCOUNTS
AI<C Registered Puppl..
Tropical Fish Specialists
Tropical Fish Supplies &

3470Af84

~Ji-r:t~~~sil!'~ !~~l D,~P~~3~

~

·~..-:';....

Two Days--9 cents per word. per
or Four Davs-8 cer.ts per
word. per day.
.
w~.e:r~~-ne Days--7 et>nts per
Ten lhru Nmt>teen Days--6 cents
r.ents pe1·l
wor.t per day.
·
l

1976

VERY NICELY FURNISHED 2·

Pets & Supplle5. ~~~'!:c, ~!S.c:;f-~ot:;i~~:
457-6956.
3436B886
-.-.IH---N-IT--NT---SU--PP\--Y--" 1 WANTED: ONE OR Two females

:

I

r----------''COUPON"
FREE

Guitar Player
Keyboard Player
Magazines
1 per potron
upto$1.75value

Music Box

:c;;:s:!;:.

Apart......Is
Efficiency Apts. $130/mon
1 Bdrm Apts. $175/ mon.

2. 3, and 4 bedroom. cloee to
=llus. Call hetween~~Jti ~

1

MURPHYSBORO· 2 BEDROOI'I •
· stove - refr~erator ~':,;n~.j ~.oo mo ~~

ca~ ~

21Nn11MoltlleHomos

10x50
12x50

$115/mon
$120/mon
i

All locations are furnished
A.C., SOME UTILITIES FURNISHED

8

STUDENT RENTALS
3 AND 4 BEDROOM

I HOUSES.
CLOSE ro
C'AM PUS

l

Cell between 4:00
and
.5:00pm.
.__ _ _ _ _ _.... _.S29-J082
NO PITS

-U7....22 ,

.54~80

FEMALE.
I 2perROOMMATES.
month and '• utilities. clase to
457-2274.
3403Be85 ,
II campus.
fo'EMALE '\OOMMATE NEEDED i

B3492C85
CRAB ORCHARD LAKE M.H.P., J
Carbonaale. Expanding, Excellent ! YMCA
CARBONDALE.
Baton instructor im~~·grt ~~~ onth's ren~~ ~t\!;l !liEEDED:
mediately. Call549-5359. B3478C87
I
R.\CCOON VALLEY: 1st mo. rent I

3425Bc91

ROOMMATE NEE EU FOR a

~~t =~l=~
II ~d't~':ry':"~~
lhird electricity. 457-5016. 3369Be85

large.
totaaly
remodeled,
refmashed floors, 2 bay windows,
new katchen_ a. bath S391J.OO. 2
bedroom traaler. close trt Mall
breakfast bar~~:i

Mobile Homes

I FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for furnished Circl1! Park Apt.

~::reJr:Z::~dutilities.a~~s&.

I

$115

12x60 MOBILE HOME, anchored,
underg!_~d; very small, clean
~rk. 54'!Hb3Jno children or pets.
one54 . afler5:~~ Bc84

42

1

CARBONDALE TWO BEDROOM

- -211-10Bc86
-ONE TWO-BEDROOM llr one three

bedroom tra"ers Gli~n Court
616 E. Park
carbondale.
3298Bd.a
C.o\RBONDALE AP..EA 2 bedroom,
~et.S:.,f:,~· S120 per~~~

St:.

I
I

SINGLES, ONE BEDROOM ineludes t ~at. S145 pf'r month,

:.~~::J.bl~.J:~::~ b-~~~~:ciJJ':ci

~atf: r,t~;~ eas~~~~

1 and 2 bdrms,
JO' wide, olr cond and

I

~FREEIIUS

1
1

carpeted, S miles
west on old 13. Quiet
country su"ocmdlngs.
$90.00-$100.00
684-2330 or 687-1588

;:r!'~~lifr~.~e;_~~~ ~:~:
ar

MILES OUT west
FOUR
Chautauqua. mobile home, with
large room addition. No lease
rt'QUired SIBS.OO. 687-248233aaBc85
ONE LARGE BEDROOM, one
small, $1UObiAC. water-, Town lt
~c;:~. Mo ·1l· Homes. c~SWJ:r

B3UJ8d!l:lf'

I

Robinson Rentals 549-2533B344oBca&
2 BEDROOM. l2x60 trailer for
rent, Country Setting ~ ~iW'Jis
2 BEDROOM TRAILERS. Clolle to
campus, Sl3S monthly, no pelll. ac.
529-9161 or 529-2161.
3:!39Bc86

I BEDROOM TRAILER. 300 South
~~ ;ac!::_avens &:a~~

DESOTO. 10xs0 MOBILE home,
carpet, gas beat. washer, couple
only ,no peta,ll67-2&t3. 834328c86

TRAILER FOR RENT
located In nice neighborhood.
leu than 5 minutft from campus. 3 bdrms, 1 V. baths. central air, gas b.at, washer &
dryer, -11 insulated. under·.
pinned. Grass cut· by owner.
trash removed by owner.
Belongings guarded by canine
when obsent.PIIIM• IITHI•~:

MAU Olt I fiMAU G•A

S1UDINTS. Contact Carlton L.
SJ"!'ith ~~4566 , . j , • 1 t. t l

ROOMMATE WANTED, NORTH

54~3174.

--------------------FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDEu

34998<188

Roommat. .

~BellS

to

s~;:;!et

32lCBe85

~~=c~~~r:. i: :,rc::s'1:.:i
~~mn:::
~~~or:~es~~i~~

Garde.o Park ApL

=~~~b7s'¥::teJy~
ONE

WALKING
DISTANCE,
SPACIOUS Rooms. SilO month.
large house. carpeted. very nice on
Sycamore St. '-- &49-641193:J2tBe92

FEMALE NEEDED TO take over

NICE 2 BI!:DROOM IOXSO, one mile

~~!~E ~~~~~:'~P.~i~~rf;o~

campus. $100 monthl~ plus ., util.
Clare549-4535 afler4iJID. 3438Be84

~oo~n:~:JJ~~:f.t_ :.!:0~~

~~~t!'~ri71. :.r~nJiu:Su;.::i~~'::~

utilities, very reasooable. Croll 451-

X~:lJatf:aPreb. Sir ~o m~g~~:

TO !':<fARE two bedroom cabin
~;b"ti~~~~~~7:;;. plus.,
3435Be85

UNEXPECTED OPENING IN

~~~~!~~~~~-U~E re~:i~e,[cl

CHUCK RHNTALS'
549·3374

FEMALE

ROOMMATE

~r::;:e:::~~~o~~~

Quads. Large pnvate room. Close
to campus. Talt.ee 'over contract and
~. uulilies. 457-2748.
3467Be87

HELP

549 _3000

You with all your
insurance needs!
• auto
• renters
• mobile homes

HELP WANTED

call TERRY GOLD at
457-0461
H.J. Schouwecker

Cruiseships! Sailing E'Cpeditions!
Sa•hng cam()ll. No experier.ce.

~~ti!n..Ci~: w~krwn:cf!!· ~~r::~

for application-info-referrals to
Cruiseworld 113. Box 60129.
Sacramento. CA 95860.
3233C'!J7

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAIR Finest quality craftsmanship with
'lVer JO year's experience to serve

IMMF.DIATE OPENINGS FOR
Student Workers: Begin now: 1
~ng: T;;pist-5ecretary with 5I).

83022F.91C

7

t='.i~~~.~r~~e":~~92~

J

wo:W/"g,:C~~Syb:~~-::!:~"f

opening:

PBX

Switchboard

=~to~-:e:~~::..::~~

blOck.~ ~ours-week. Applicants
must ha>'e ACT-FFS on file at
Student Work Office. Phone
Psychology 536-2301. Ext.22t.
B339tC90

FE~~LE

Apply"',.,_, at

ROOMMATE

~~D:~~~-.m ~~ ~:&:';;
stop by 5t3S. Cendge. _3491Bell6

I
-----------·!
FEMALE TO SHARE nice fur-

:S!~~ ~T.:. ~~ Cs'::!~~
pl'eferred.

54~7579.

3503Be85

ROO~\fMATE NEEDED TO ~ilare

ONE MALE TO share 12x65
trai.ler. SilO per month. '>2 utilities.
Joe, 549-3116.
3307Be87
ROOMMATE WANTED NOW
through summer. Own room.

:S~:t~- c~~~
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR a
modern 3 bedroom home,
available now, call 45HI235 or 54~
8384.
3356Btd9
ONE MALE ROOMMATE needed
to share 3 bedroom trailer, S68 per:
month plus one-third electric and
R3S. BuSh Mobile Homes, Pleasant
Hill Road. 45H293.
3355Bd
MALE ROOMMATE NEED for

~~~meat at Georgetown~S:.

~:bl~~~~n~cr;:-4~i~~

33438e84

TWO BEDROOM APARTME~'T
near . :arbondale,
recently
remodeled, will need tran~r~~:,e:J!;&I_us '>2 u = : .
QUIET ROOMMMATE TO share
house in DeSoto with married
couple. SI:S a month plus one bo~rd

~~~:~'f'n ~~dg~a~ ~~fKe~~

.-.. . .-;_...,.tiiUIDI:Ie.r··-···-·····Oiial.Bei!N I

FEMALE BARTE:..;DERS APPLY in ~rsoo. SgL T.J. McF.:t's
Watering Hole.
8342 86
STUDENT woRKER NEEDED _
Ad typesetter, preferably wi~h

ex!:fp~~~~~ aft:m~m.,e;{r~fr!~~

two bedroom house, $17 per
month plus f:.2 utilities, 687i.Jz'T.p,e87

t?ust~iJI'kspringandsummerand

MALE ROOMMJ. TE WANTEIJ for
2 bedroom apt. Jt62.50 monthly
~us ~:tsl:.ities, ca..- to :~C&

~~t:~
f:r0~vet~?~fea;:rn
chairperson. Must be full ume

54

PLEASE RENT \!E! Two
bedrooms, need someont!, SilO
monthly, 3 blocks ca~pus and
town. 324 W. Walm~L, anyti~Be93

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO Share

~~.os:c:~-::~. $11~~.:
plus utilities. ~ 1264.

~79Be88

ROOMMA~'E

NEEDED FOR nice
3 bedroom bouse. Room bas wood

•

eo.-'aPiu.
112 lo.IIIIIIOis AWl.

LARGE OWN ROOM, carpeted,
for quiet ~on. St05.00. very
~~~e~. close to

=:&:&

FEMALE ftOOMMATE NEEDED
immediately to share 2 bedroom
trailer. S90 month, ~ utilities. 5292794.
34978eil8
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
n~&!>' away. Country Setting but

~~~n:~o:lu~f~ .=:~~l 1;:.
0

."O»li ~ ••. - •. - •• 3472Be86

have a current ACT on file. Aprly

~J:~~Jr:s~~~he~
student in goocl acade:nic standing.An ll"hv~ mr.erest •n Student
Programming and at least 8 hours
a week are nect'Ssary. Applications and more informatior.
~ available in the SPC office. 3rd
floor Student Center. 536-3393.
Deadline for apJ:Iications is 4:30
Wednesday. January 30th..B3433C85

Girls wan-.4 few
Counter Help
Must have phone.
Apply in person

c:ovan- pm. 312 S.IIL
NURSING OPPCRTUNITIES.
RNs, LPNs, and w~"d clerlu~. Full
and ~rt time postllons a\'3tlable.
Excellent starting salaries_ ~nd
benefits which include tu1t1on
reinbursement and a differential
schedule of 8 1 ~ percent for
evenings, and 11., percent ior

~~:-p~~~ ~~ ~;:!~~

Hospi•al 4fA W.Main St., Carbondale. 54~1 ext. 175. Equal
Opportunity Employer. B345IIC92

-A~

JMICNIMAnoN?

I!
l

J

To help you through this experience we give you complete ..ounseling of any
duration before und after
the procedure.

CALLUS

""-"-=• We C.."
Call Collect 31...H1-IHS
OrToiiF,_
....227--

- Q'll'~
..~Must~
phone.

Forest. 549-4062 from 6 to8:&!:se88

bath. Call M ..lSJe and l!!ave at

New Zenith Color $25.00
monthly. Black & White
$15.00 monthly. FrMointenonce. Free Delivery.
457-71M

-----------------MEN'
WOMEN'
JOBS!

---.........~

:;':

after 5pDL

I WANT TO

MOVE TO

Rt. 51 North

83420Be87

I

CARPRIVATE
ROOM.
BONDALE. in apartment for
students. Can do own cooking, TV
loun~, all utiliues included In
~: ery near campusB~B-:&

B33928dl5

TRAILERS

OFFEUD

I

I

Rooms

2 BEDROOM, 12X52, close to

$100-$180 per month

33828<.'90

12x60 TRAILER. NICELY furnished. $90.00-monih plus .,
utilities. Call Dave at 453-2081
t mornings or 549-0482 eveni~~Be87

CABLE TV. ALL utilities paid,
maid service. S52.SII per week.
King'slnn Motel. 54S-4013.

5432.

SERVIQS

0

549-3000

A NICE BEDROOM in House, $105month, 608 W. Main, available
immedaately. contract up to Aug.
80, share hving room li kitchen.
Debie ~3524.
336f:Bd84

~:~·~h::ts.t:=:t:Pinneot.

\

S3237BL97C 1

~Yiiti~Co~~-~-:;t~~~~./.·~~.· 2 .--F~~R~E~~E~~~~--.~

each. 457-4334.

TWO BEDROOMS STARTING at

~~!~lab'::.t:f~tJ~~Iia~~~7-~~
B3409Bc87

6167 or 457-5749.

ONE PERSON NEEDS 2 more for

t2x50. 2 bedroom. ac,

~::3!flJr.Df-~~:~e~~::5

9

I ~t'ffi~r:s ~c~~~~~. w;~i~h~.;;,~

7RUNSDAILY
. . Rt. 51 North

-

COUNTRY LIVING - City Convenience. Mobile Home, 2
bedroom, tO mins. from campus.

I

NEW t2x60 2 b«<room, furnished,
-----and AC
Nice
locataon, no pets. 457-7009. 's160 . ~~~d.GJ!v~D,...~ i~e{i~~:!;
monthly.
3469Bc87
apt Central heat. AC. sue monthly
~~~~ utilities. cable. ~f:'~
CARBONDALE 2 BEDROOM
14x70. Washer, dryer, unONE BEIJROOM: SUBLF.T to 15
~~~n~~~~'irern~~ii. ~f:~· May, very ell*' to campus, $90 ~r
month. no deposit. 215 E.
INTERESTED IN HORSES?
Freeman.
3427Bell6
Lovely 2 bedroom next to horse
MALE OR FEMALE Roommate
farm. Sl80.00, -!;>i-7697 af~~B~
wanted · close to campus. 12x60,
carpeted.
furnished.
rent
negotiable. call457-5552. 3417Be85

U'~deq,;nned

3

~~i;it"~::~~i;~all Ma:2'9!l".:~l z:ru~ g5~s~ ·~u::;~·~J~-4~~
CARIKINDALE MOBILE HOMES

~~=~ i"~ a~e2~30 rg~n!!:tnter

Mobile Home Lots:

1

~.abl!:,w~r~~~;~~pus.

wxso

Duplex

~il~J'~~·~~:J.r month~~:&.

~~W!r c'.:~. :1i~-h~~7 ~~xanne

~o~~:>~Wo.~. ~-':ed~~ ~·t~

=r·

I i3AftTENDERS
COCKTAIL
WAITRESSES models for fashion
. ahows needed. Apf.IY at BeefCARBONDALE-FURNfSHED.
ml'sler ftestauran , Route 13
CLEAN. two bedrooms. air.
CarterviiJP.
3460(.'92
carpet, no pets. $200 per month.
Southeast of SIU on r:iant City
STUDENT
NEEDS
Road. 4&7-2874.
B3358Bf84 ' BLIND
Read\!r. Will Pay. Call 549-4201
CARTERVILLE- Dl'PLEX- newafter Noon.
3386C85
2 bedroom - storage - washer.
dryer hook-up- privacy. 98$-2976.
IJAYTIME
WAITRESS
AND
J41S4BflltJ
kitchen helj.. Al:fly Kahala

ROOMMATE FOR LARGE 4bedroom house. six miles from

CARBONDALE. 12x60, ATTRACTIVE 2 bt.>droom, air. car·

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
S27&.00 a month. Available f('.:.
immediate occupancy. &49-0589.
83494Bb87

I

NEED A PAPER Typed~? IBM
Seledric. fast & accurate,
reasonable rates. 54~2258. 3089E9~

r-""""!!~~~~~~~-"'1

PREGNANT?

call BIRTHRIGHT

Fr- confidentifll assistance
and pregnancy testing.
2-7pmMon-Fri
9-1 Sat.
Mt-UtC

I

PARTS

AND

SERVICES
Rt. 51 North
549-3000

· ABORTION-FI~:-~'T MEDICAL
care. lmmoo.iate appointments.

~=~-==: ft'toft:;
83

KA_RIN'S

Alterations-Dr11pes
above Atwood DruRs

downtown. Open Feb. 4
Mon-Fri
Sat 1-5
IOom-2pm Closed Wed.
CClVER'S liPHOLSTERV
FURNITURE upholstery _anr.
repall.'. Com~ete line of fabnc l

.~~~~v~. ble.Call~;01~

'

WANfED

Autos, Trucks
Junkers, and Wrecks
SELL NOW
for Top Dollor

services

Kantens
Carbondale
4S7.0421
457-6319
WANTED:

Stringed doubll34i6F87
bass,
LOST

LARGE BLACK DOG. Cedar
Creek Road area. has collar and

~-a~!~~-to

Brui.er

C~~is

BLACK LAB Pl:PPY. RPward.
:"lear 13 south and Wall St. White

~hor_..~:~t. call 529-~2~1~

ANNOUNCEMENTS
BEDWETI'TNG,

BEDSOILL"iG

~:f~\~~ 5ten~::nr::intf;;~:~

~~ment-No ~~~~
DEPRESSION-MARRIAGE-

t2~1~tatlo:~r Pr!,~.!:;=:

Counseli~enter

~~~~~ment--Nn

By Rkhard Canier
8taden& Wri&er

An expansion of facilities and

N. New Era Road

549-3168.

Rec Center expands its program,
professional trainer to be invol,·ed

for Human

=~

KICK The SMOKING Habit. Ona!
and For All. 5-weell: smoker's
work,;hop Thursdays. 6-Bpm.

offered at the
Rr~reation
Building this
semester will include a fulltime professional trainer and a
swimming
program
for
children.
Mike Dunn, a coordinator for
intramural recreation sports,
said they also hope to acquire a
whirlpool bath. find funds to
build a climbir.g wall. and 00!!~
a Frisbee golf course.
Robert "Doc·· Spackman.
who was the Saluki varsitv
trainer for 20 years. will be the
fuli-time trainer on dut1•.
Spackman
set • u.-. 20minute appointments l~'r
students to show them how to
take care of injuries and also
~ to prevent them by proper
\apmg.
"We wiD be the only school in
the nation to have a program
like this," Dunn said.
Spackman will be available
every weekday in the First Aid

will

Room between the racquetball
and basketball courts.
Kathy V'llldrasek, a graduate
stucient in physical education,
will also help students get ht
shllpe when she begins a
W\l!'i\Shop in aerobic fitness at 8
p.m. Wl'dnesday at the center.
"People are interested in
gettill1" in shape but the) 1•imply
don't know how or are doi~ the
Y.Tong thing," Vondrasek s.tid.
Vondrasek said she willusist
students in designing a fitness
program for themselves and ·
will use techniques. such as a
skin fold caliper to mf'8Sure
excess fat on the body, to t ..ll
people their ideal weight.
Dunn said there will be a
swimming program starting
Feb. 16 for dependents of
students. employees and alumni
who have a pass for the center.
The program will provide Red
Cross beginning swimming
instruction for children.
The fee for 10 lessons is $25 for
employees and alumn. and $20
for students.

A nine-hole Frisbee golf
course is planned for late
summer or early fall and will be •By T. IAe Hughes
Anodatrd Press Writer
located behind the building.
SPRINGFIELD 4API
The area will also have picnic
Despite
a highly-touted $1,500
tables and grills set up before
"homestead exemption" tax
spring bre:,k, Dunn sa1d.
relief
law
of 1978,local property
Possible additions to the
center are a whirlpool and taJt bills last year skyrocketed
by
an
average
9 percent - the
climbina wall.
biggest jump in eight years.
Faced
with
a 13 percent
The whirlpool, a therapeutic
aid for strained snd tired average property tax hike this
year.
the
lllinois
Legislature
muscles, would have a capacity
of about 25 people and would be chose last week to give taxpayers
another
dose
of
the same
put in one of the storage rooms
"relief" increase the
next to the pool. Dunn said.
"homestead
exemption"
to
The climbing wall would be
built when and if monev is $3,000.
The
action
came
amid
a
available. Dunn said. There
would be blocks of wood series of bizarre political flipnops.
a
massive
local
governsticking out of the wall in a
maze that people would have to ment lobbying effort against
figure out m order to climb. he more extensive tax relief. and
some incestuous hand-holding
said.
between lawmakers and locally
0
officials.
m~!~;:!~~~~:~:e !n~:!:~ elected
Gov. James R. Thompson. a
the-clock supervision," Dunn
Republican,
was furiously
said. "When its closed we will
have a gate to keep people off." pushing for immediate approval - in one .Jay if possible
...,.. of a ceiling on local property
tax increases.
This was the same governor
holidays. and when he got back
who.
at the height of "tax
the old woodpile had vanished,
right down to the big box of revolt" publicity in early 1978.
had
opposed
the very concept of
kindling. He lucked out. though;
tax 'ceilings.
they left the back porch hanging
And
it
was
the same governor
on the bouse and didn't touch
who early last year bad
the picket fence.
The rage for wood has lamented publicly how difficult
brought about a new wrinkle in and complex it was to devise a
workabl2 ax ceiJ!ng fo."11l.:la.
consumer crime: cord fraud.
Meanwhile, [•~m!lcra~ic
lawmakers who control the
General Assembly wound up
~ing just as furiously last
week aga;"lSt a property tax

Woodnapping n1ay be crinte of "80s
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP)Arson was the unexpected big
crime of the '70s, burning down
parts of tbe Bror.x and Brooklyn
to get a better view of
Manhattan.
Now it appears that woodnapping will be the crime of the
19808.
.
Some folk. will do almost

anything to throw another log
on the fire.
A few weeks baek right in this
area a ranger caught a woodnapper leaving a public park
area with a pickup truck loaded
down with cut logs.
A friend in a neighboring town
went off to Oregon to visit his
married daughter for tbe

~oCW!. ~:;iStr!l:.i- :ns~

3718 or 987-2496 eveniqs. Fee:
SS.CJO.session.
3367J86

~?~~~~Rp=~~~~-:':t

ceiling.
These were the same
Democrats who in llr78 had
pruclaimed the ''tall revolt"
b a - as their own.
And they were the same
Democrats who last year, amid
muc:b fanfare, introduced their
~ ~ property tax ceiling
leg1slatzon and pushed it
through the HOUle.
But as the new- yar began,
~ts w~ planning no
immediate action on property
~.relief. Thea whea ThomJII!ICID
1ns1sted on eushiog for a
property tax ceding, Democrats
llOill)ed forth with l.i PI'OIJQSed
: : : in the hom~tead eXemp-

trips.

Group
reservations, we offer
more than anyone else, with

..

:t~~~~e:.=:..~ !:!l
IJMtiUIR

Get away to the

lllvarvliftv Hotel
Golconda. ll

Home cooking at
Ma Bar~r's Din~r
Relax by the Ohio River

683-3001
12.60 ~1ingle

l-1.80 double

ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES. HANDICRAFTS
NOSTAWIA. Shop the little shopS
~ou dtscoyered at Christmas.

c~!'lt~~ .t~!i~i~! :~:~ ~?':;':,1~

munications
Chautauqua.

Building

on

33141.88

D-clllne4:30 p.m. Monday, Feb.11 for
_
put:~catlon feb. 14, 1910. (NO FOREIGN LANGUAGE)

Signature _____________________
Name ____________
Address & Phone------Go on and "DUET"
Audition for the All
Campus Talent _
•'"Show.
'·····

..,~

l

Local tax bills
up an average
of 9 percent

Paflt' a6. Daily Egyptian, January 29. 19110

3 LINES

FOR $1.50.
lust fill In the form
cUp ancl mall with
$1.50tothe
Dally Egyptian

• I

f

.J.

l.l.

1..

Thompson argued that the
increase in the homestead
nemptioo would provide only
baU the $200 million in relief his
tax ceiling promised. and would
"do nothing to control local
spending."
This was tbe same Thompson
who, in signing the original
homestead exemption bill in
1978, had praised it as a way to
"put a brakt oo local government spendir.~.··
. For citizens woo find it dif·
f1cult to follow 'he twists and
lurn! in political positions and
to f1gure out the difference
between
a
"home!tead
exemption" and a ..tax
ceiling," the confusion is just
what the politicians appear to
count on.
The taxing structure and
propo881s to ostensibly provide
"tax relief" are so complex that
even many legislators and
officials don't really understand
them.
News stories on the compiex
proposals
become
oversimplified, and nm t.."llder even
more simplistic: headfu..--es.
It is those headlines "Democrat Tax Relief Passes "·
or "Thompson Tax Ceili~g
Fails"- that appear to cause
the politicia:ns to maneuver sc
furiously. with an eve toward
the Mareh 18 primary or some
Iuture election.

Carter's budget:
more foreign aid

qi\ctivitiet;

WASHINGTON (APl
President Carter's budget in·
eludes ~ore money for foreign
econom1c and finar.cial aid
programs, while cutting the
amount the government spends
on military aid to its allies.
The budget for fiseal 1981
proposed $6.2 billion for
economic aid programs,
compared to $5.9 billion in the
fiscal 1980 budget.
Spending on foreign economic
aid programs increased a::ross
the board except f11r one
category, the Food for Peace
Program, which would decline
from $1.166 billion to $1.153
billion. Carter said, however,
the money will allow the
government to ship the same
amoont of food - 6 million
metric tons - ?.s in fiscal 1980.
•
Staff photo by ~ Klauk

TOW ZONE- Menday sipalled Cbe end ela graee
period ror ears parked oa campus witbollt SIU-C
parking stickers. The -ner of Chis jeep parked

••ned

ill • space
ror llanclieapped drivers .....
was &owed lty SIU-C Senrity. There were • ears

a-ed rrom University parking lots during tbe
first weekend of the semester. Seearity of(ieials
~Y most of the ears were tewe11 =•·.-..; !o'.adieapped parking spaces.

Ill! iii • • • -

•

I
I

activities '1\les. Jan 29
Sigma Chi Alpha. meeting, 7:30
p.m., Activity Room A.
Muslim Student Organization.
meeting, 110011. Activity Room B.
Shawnee Mom~taineers, meeting, 7
p.m .. Activity Room C

B~~~~i.::.te~es~~!.:n ,:::~~!:S..;

Room.
Sphinx Club. meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Ohio Room and Ballroom A.
Student Government Senate,
meeting, 7 p.m., Sangamon
Room.
Amnesty International. 7:30 p.m ..
New Life Center. 913 S. Illinois
Avl'.
SIU Nfwcomers coffee, 7:30p.m.,
1602 Briarwood Dr.

Student Theater Guild. meeting.
6:15 p.m.. Communications
Buildmg. Room 1038.
Saluki and Carbondale Jaycees
membership night, 7 p.m., Pinch
Penny Pub.

·······~I
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when you buy one
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Buy any size Chili and get a
K!gUiar size bowl of Chili FREE.

I

I

aaore JDeat than lllallla's chili

Connally's campaign contributors
include seven major oil companies
The chairmen of the board
and the presidents of 41 of the
top 200 industrial companies in
the United States have made
campaign contoibutions to John
Connally's presidential campaign, according to a study
released by Common Cause.
Connally is the only major

~~!YwC:~!-~t1:J~!!ij~

areept public: funds for his
campaign and intends to rely
solely on private campaign
contributions.
In announcing his rejection of
public: fmancing on Dec. l2.
Connally attacked the campaign rmanc:e system stating
"If none of the presidential
candidates take taxpayers'
money, we will have taken a
giant step toward reru'Ding the
electoral processes to the
American people w~ere it
belongs."
Fred Wertheimer, set'.ior vice
president of Common Cause,
said, ''The voluntary dollaf tax
checkoff and the Presidential
Election Campaign Fund

repudiated by Connally have in
fact provided tens of millions of
average American citizens with
the ooportunity to pby a key
role
in
financing
our
presidential elections.
"One gets the impression
from his campaign finance
reports that John Connally's
definition of tbe average
American citizen is someone
whose name begins with the
words 'Chairman of the Board'
or 'President,"' Wertheimer
said.
Connally's financial backers
from the nation's top 200 industrial companies include the
board chairmen of seven major
oil companies: Exxon Corp.;
Mobil Oil Corp.; Texaco, Inc:.;
Tenneco Oil Co.; PhiUips
Petroleum Co.; Ashland Oil
Co.; and Cities Service Co.
Other leading business
executives of the nation's top
companies wbo have contributed to Connally, ac:c:ording
to the study, ilK-Jude the board
c:bainnen of AT&·r: Caterpillar
Tractor Co.: Dow O!emical

I
I
I

Congress enacted the "public
financing for presidential
electionshin 1~4 as part ~ a
compre enstve c:ampatgn
to the Watergate scandals. The
finance law designed to respond

I
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contribution limits on tbe
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groups and limits OD the overall
amounts that can be spent by
presidential candidates wbo
acc:ept public: fmancing.
In the presidential primaries,
eligible candidates wbo acc:ept
public funds can matc:b up to
$250 of each individual private
contribution witb fundS from
the voluntary tax cbeckoff. In
acc:epting public funds, candidates must agree to limit tbe
amount of money they spend
during the primary electlorlS.
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SMU tankers snuff Saluki challenge
By Dave Kaae
Staff Writer

According to SIU men's
swimming Coach Bob Steele,
the Saluki tankers swam their
best dual meet in three years
Saturday night at Southern
Methodist University.
According to the final ~ore,
SMU won the meet, 64H7.
Before you begin wondering if
the past three years have been
pretty grim for SIU swimming
followers, you might want to
give Steele a chance to explain.
"lt was probably the best
dual meet we've swum since
Wisconsin three years BRO."

Steele said, "the races were aU
pretty close. They're ISMU) a
fine team-I'd say about sixth
or seventh in the country. But
the way we've been swimming,
I'd say we've got a chance,
maybe not a good chance, of
getting getting into the top 10 if
we can pl~t everything
together."
So despite the dual meet
setback, which put SIU's dual
meet record at 2-1, Steele was
pleased with the overall team
performance. Considering that
SIU defeated the University of
Oklahoma, 60-52, Friday night
i.e a meet Steele d~ribed as

"routine." the trip could be
labeled a success for the
Salukis. But putting it together
covers a vital area of the team's
performance, according to
Steele.
"I think the biggest factor lin
the SMU meetl was that even
though several of SMU's guys
were ill. their freestylers just
were stronger than ours. We
beat them in the stroke events,
but in the frees they just
overpowered us."
One such instance came in the
first event of the meet-the 400yard free relay. Although SIU
turned in its best time of the

Inexperienced netters trample Rlini
By Ed Doagberty
Staff Writer

Inexperience is not always
the devil's advocate. The case·
in point is the men's tennis
team.
Three freshmen and three
sophomores don't usually add
up to a lot of experience. but for
Coach Dick LeFevre, it's aU he
has.

"We have had a problem w1th
academic eligibility. ·• LeFevre
said. "We lost twQ players last
fall and we just lost another one
last Friday."
Even though LeFevre's team
is young. it had few problems
Friday night at the Court Club,
when it defeated the University
of Illinois. 7-2.

Leading the way over the
Illini was Eric Eberhardt. He
defeated previously undefeated
Joe Leiningl"r, 4-6, 7-6. H.
"'Eberhardt's win was a big
one for us," LeFevre said. '"It
alsc was important because it
was the winning match."
In other singles action. No. 1
man Dave Filer won his match
over Jeff Edwards, H. 3-6. 7-S.
No. 2 man Brian Stanley won his
match easily, beating Todd
Black, &-.,, 6-2Lito A:IIpon lost his match to
Scott Sommers, 6-2, 5-7, 2-6.
John Grief defeated Tom
Henderson. H, 6-3, 6-3. SIU's
only other defeat came at the
hands of Mike Kramer. who

defeated SIU's Steve Smith, 6-3.
6-2.
LeFevre said he was not
worried about Ampon and
Smith's losses because of the
extraordinary circumstances
surrounding them. Ampon had
gone to California over break to
get in shape, "ut ran into
several days of rain and could
not play. Smith arrived Friday
morning from his native New
Zealand and, according to the
coach, was extremely tired.
The team will travel to
French Lick. Ind.this wet'kend.
Other teams involved in the
two-day weekend meet are
Illinois, Indiana University. and
Southwest Baptist CoUege.

NFC captures Pro Bowl, 37-27
By The Associated Preu
''I can remember when we
seemed to lose this one just
about every year, too.'' Coach
Tom Landry said. '"Well. now
that we've got UUs one under
control. it would be nice to get
the same thing going with the
Super Bowl."
The ·•we·· Landrv talked
about is the National Conference. "This one" is the Pro
Bowl-which the NFC won
Sunday by beating the
American Conference, "n-'El.
It's about the only thing the
NFC can seem to win with any
regularity. The AFC has won
seven of the last eight season
series <the eighth was a tie I and
seven of the last eight S.· per
Bowls. too.
Terry Bradshaw. though,
displayed a cavalier attitude.
Unlike a week earlier, when he

won the Most Valuable Player
honors for his superb quarterbacking of the Steelers in
their 31-19 Super Bowl victory
over Los Angeles, Bradshaw

the fourt.'t quarter. And Muncie's halfback option pass to
Dallas wide receiver Tony Hill
accounted for a third NFC

throwing two interceptions.
both of which preceded NFC
touchdowns.

LH team cn1Pr
in 97-0 I'K'kll,.

wore the goat horns here for

c~~nk"n:.:n~f!' !~r~~~::

Manning of New Orleans and
the rest of the Nfo'C stars. After
all. $5,000 is not something to be
ignored. That's how much each
winning player received, twice
what each loser got_
~uncie was the runaway
cho1ce as the MVP in his first
Pro Bowl. The Saints" running
back. who led all rush,~rs with 71
yards in 12 carries. scored
touchdowns on a 1-yard dive at
the st::rt of the second period
and an 11-yard sweep early in

touchdown.
5

Tight
defense?
Poor
shooting? Both?
For the first time in the
history of intramural basketball
at SIU. a team was held
scoreless. It happened Sunday
afternoon when the Whizards
rolled over the Mousetha
Brothers 97.0 in men's Division
B basketball.
"It may have been cruel, but
we were going for 100... an
unidentified Whizard player
said.

stressed. "I know he has the
ability, he should be swimming
in the 9:20's.
"The same thing's going to
happen to us in Iowa this
Saturday," Steele said of the
Salukis' need for improvement
in the freestyles. "We have to
get our freestyles clicking
again."
-But there were bright spots at
SMU. Kees Vervoorn edged
SMU's Randy Burnett in the 200
free by .cr.z set"ond'5, thanks to a
strong finish Vervoorn captured the 200 t,utterfly in 1:53.3,
fmished third.
"Parker has got to get more also.
work with his distances," Steele

season since the Saluki 5-S Meet
<3:'E1.6). It wasn't good enough,
as the Mus<angs· standout
freshman, Steve Lundquist,
grabbed •· slight lead over the
Sa~ukis' Anders Norling in the
second leg of the race and SMU
went on to win it.
SMU's Chuck Bauman took a
freestyle win in the 1,000 free,
as he beat SIU's Mike Brown by
six second'S. although Brown's
time of 9:27.5 was seven

=rhe~t;:ki~~:s~t:

Size, shooting factors
in SIU's cage recruiting
CC'oatla•ed from Page !II

had committed himself verbally
to SIU, changed his mind and
decided to attend Fresno State.
George Morrow, a 6-7 junior
t'ollege power forward. chose
Creighton over the Salukis.
John Tomlinson, a 6-S all-state
swingman irom Barrington,
picked Dayton over SIU.
"We wanted all seven guys we

got." Gottfried said. "There
were other players we wanted
that we didn't get. You're
always going to miss out on
players.
'"There's no question we ":ad a
good recruiting year," Gottfried said. '"You can't judge a
player on one year's performance."
Tomorrow: After the Camp
dec:ision.

Agape Film CompaH~
701 A. 5- Jl(i..,U

"'Spedalizing in Darlrroom Supplies ..

Hours
MON-FRI
8:30-5:30
SAT9:~5::!'0

Eliot Siegel

Phone
549·14ZZ

Jan. 28·Feb. 2

Valentine Special
Jan. 27 t~ru Felt. 14

First Perm Regular Price
Second Perm Half Price
/~JNMdi{J a'eq;k

fRuJw

Southgate Shopping Center

DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR STUDENT
MEDICAL BENEFIT FEE REFUND IS.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1980
To apply for a refund, a student must present their
fee statement and insurance policy or the schedule
~.

of benefits of their insurance coverage to the
Student Health Program, 112 Small Group Housing,
Room 118. Stude:nts who have deferred their fees
must appfy forr the refund before the deadline.
However, a refund will not be issued until all fees

'.etsons will be given to children of students.
faculty/ staff and olunmi who are eligible Student
Recreation Center users.

"10 week session
•saturday mornings. 9:00am. I O:OOam
ond11:00om
• American Reel Cross Instruction
Far more information contact Recreational

are paid.
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SIU.coaches voice views on hoy~ott
By Rod Smith

Staff ~riwr
.
Presldent ~rter s attempt to
use an Amer1can_boycott of the

Summer Olymp1c Games in
Moscow ~s a political and
psychological blow to the Soviet
Union has divided the opinions
of coaches and athletes and
started debate around the
world.
A George Gallup poll_ last
week sho~ed that Amencans
favor movmg the Games out of
Moscow ~y a 3 to 1 ma~gin. The
ln_ternallona_l Olymptc Comm_tttee has satd that the Games
.will not and cannot be moved
~use of cootractual com!f1tU~ts to Moscow. Nith this
m ~nnd, 56 percent of the
polhngsamplewants the United
States to ~colt the Games..
The. Umted States ~lymp1c
Commtttee voted unarumously

Saturday to support the
president's request that the
Moscow games be transferred,
postponed or cancelled if Soviet
troops remain in Moscow by
Feb. 20 .
Coache., of men's and
women's athletics at SIU have
mixed viewpoints concerninl'! a
boycott
"I thiDk it is naive to say that
politics isn't part of the
Olympics,.. volleybaU Coach
Debbie Hunter said "Munich
comes to mind. It's ~nfortunate
that the government has to
make a stand against a
prestigious event, but 1 think we
will pull together as a nation if
we stand behind our words...
"Politics should remain out of
the Olympics, but realisticallr.
it is a part of it," said Claudia
Blackman, women's track
coach. "Our athletes are not

Year's first track meet
leaves Hartzog hopeful
IC.IiaDM (rem Page ft)

meets instead of at practice."
The coach was pleased that
seven Salukis jumped over 22
feet in the meet.
Freshman Ron Marks began
his Saluki track career by
winning the shot put with a
heave of 51-4. John Smith,
another freshman, was second
at 49-6.
"J'U be bappy if they can
become consistent 56-'ooters,"
Hartzog said.
Freshman Bob Schoon
started his career as a winner,
also, capturing the high jump
with a leap of 6-8. Freshman
Paul Bei'Jlkoetter was second

and sophomore Bob Nowicki
was third.
Scbulz, already considered a
"veteran" in his sophomore
year. took second place in the
t,ooo-yard run and fmisbed
third in the mile run.
Perkins, returning to the
team after a one-year layoff,
finished secot!d in the 600-vard
run and took third in the J.;!Ifmile.
The Salukis took aU nine
·
he
points possible in captunng t
first three places in the twomile. Sopho~ore Bill Moran
won the ra~ m 9;19.4. followed
by Tom Fttzpatrick .

subsidized by the government,
but instead, by contributions
from the American people. If
the American people don't want
us to go, and if we think of the
people and our government as
one in the same, then we should
pull out."
Women's basketball Coach
Cindy Scott echoed that sentiment.
"It's sad when it gets down to
this, but in all reality. politics is
a part of it, and action should be
taken," she said.
Lew Hartzog, Saluki head
track C?3Ch of ~~ years, has
seen Sl"; of h1s tr~ckmen
compete m the Olympics, and
he feels for the athletes.
"I have sympathy for the
co~ches and athletes who
trruned so hard for the Games,
especially those for whom it
rmght be the end of the line, and
I agree with others that it could
be the end of the Olympics if
politics interfere," Hartzog
said. "But if we are in as serious
condition as I think we may be
in Afghanistan, then I would be

.
..
all m favor of a borcott.
Jan Johnson, assistant tra<;k
coach and h1m~lf a~ Olympic
br~ medal wmner m the pole
vault m 1972, ext»r~ concern
for the athletes attitudes.
"I know bow mt!!:li the Games
mean. to the thousands of
Amencan athletes who have
sacrificed t~ make the teams."
Johnson said. ··.So far, nobody
seems to be askmg the athletes
h_ow . th~r feel about the
Situation.
Rick Powers, women's
swimmin~ coach, feels the
boycott wlll serve no pu~
other than to boost Carters reelection campaign.
"It will have no effect
whatsoeyeron the Soviet Union.
It doesn t make a difference to
~· but his ap~als to ~
pubhc may be a difference tn
his campaign." Powers said.
"The only people it will hurt are
the athletes. The main thing is,
what kind of a deterrent is a
boycott?
''The athletes are pawns in

TIIIOLBJIIB

..
poht!~al games ~ no good effeet, Powers sa1~.
.
.
Bob ~teele, mens sw1mmmg
coach, IS the only coach to have
athl~t~ on his ~uad that have
participated m the Games
before, although none of his five
fo'"!"er Olympians swam for the
Uruted States' team.
"It's not going to make one bit
of difference to the Russians
whether we go and p.trticipate
or not, .. Steele said. "They just
want our money and our
television
coverage
and
technology. If anything, don't
let the spectators go and spend
money over there;"
Gymnastics Coach Bill Meade
said, "I think we should boycott
the Olympic Garo.es. Speaking
from gymnutics, I do!i''t tbinli
we would get a fair shake in the
judging, it is so political. We
were third in the World
Championships in December,
but I don't see how we could get
better than fifth or sixth in
Moscow."

H.tghN oon Specta
. I
Buy a Slice of
Single Ingredient Deep Pan Pizza
Salad and a Meaium Soft Drink
orDraftfor

$2.35

(No substitutions
plea5e~

Offer good Mond<'~y thru Friday

11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

I Badminton team capttlfts fifth
rc..--.

lH.

rram

Page %1)

In B Flight, Sandy Lemon
reached the finals in the consolation bracket also, before
falling victim to Illinois State's
Jeanne Vemoff.
Freshman Kim Whitney.
competing in D Flight singles,
received a bye in the first round
a:!d proceeded into the winners
bracket against Ball State's
Julie
Dunham.. Whitney
defeated Dunham, 11-2, 11-3, but
lost in a subsequent match.
"The encouraging thing about
these girls is that they aU are
coming right along,'' Blair said.
"Skiera dido 't play last faD, and
the other two are in their first
year as badminton players. The
opponents they lost to will know
next time they play that they're
in for a tough match."
In doubles, the A Flight teams

of Lemon and Dinah Devers,
Fay Chea and Barb Morri.<t and
Skiera and Penny Porter aU

were victors in their first
matcb,which enabled them to
enter the winners' bracket.
"Another important point we

must strive for." Blair added,
"is to win that farst mate~.

STOP

Smoking
For that needed help without
the usual witfldr-al symptoms,
phone 549-3917.
Student Discount Available.
Stop Smoking Center
512 W. Main. Corbondale.

On the average. an engine In
neecl of an tune-up wastes
between one ancl two gallons
per tank full of gasoline-APAA
~

r-------_.25% off coupon--------,

1
Regular Ignition I
$31.05
I
$37.05
I
$47.10
I
II

E•gi•e Tu•e-up
H.EJ. Ignition lh•temodelcars>

$18.75 reg. 25.00
$23.85 reg. 31.80
$34.35 reg. 45.80

reg.41.40

reg.49.40

reg. 62.80

lndudes GM tune·up kit with new spark plugs & ignition points and coot"~
(As required) adjustments to engine timing. dw~l angle. carb ~ s~~OO c
l
are made with Otr electronic Erogine analyzer. (Untl'ied-oontact ~t sets·""'· extra

I

.I

~-----------------------VIC KOENIG
CHEVROLET
1040 E. Main

529-1000/997-5470

Carbondale
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Coach encouraged by first track meet
By Rod Snaitb
S&aff Write:
SIU-C track coach Lew
Hartzog said last week that his
young team needed to get quite
a few points from freshmen
recruits if the Salukis were to
continue
their
winning
tradition.
'J'ht> freshmen didn't score
and tne Salukis didn't win.
Following only a week of
formal
practices
after
Christmas break, the Salukis
traveled to Lincoln, Neb. where

they lost to a weD-practiced and
talented NebriiSka squad. 74-57.
"I was a little ~rised we
did as weD as we did, • Hartzog
said. "We wen' leading with two
events to go. That was a shock. •·
The Salukis had to rely on
their veterans to do the scoring,
as only four of the 19 freshmen
that made the trip scored
points.
''Tilf' ones who really did the
good jobs are the older guys,
DeMattei, Robinson, Lee, and
Perkins, who laid out a year,"

Hartzog said. "Karsten Sehulz ·
ran like I thought he·would and
our quarter-milers did a good
job."
Hartzog feels his freshmen
will contribute more as the
season progresses.
"It's going to take them
a while. Our older kids have
been through this before plus
they are a little stronger and
older which does make a difference," Hartzog said. '\l"m
encouraged, I really am. Thf'v
performed weU and will get

better."
Clarence Robison impressed
Hartzog. winning the 300-yard
dash in 31 6 and fimshing second
in the oo-vard dash.
''Clarence did a super job. I
was really shocked that he
looked so good considering he
just got done with '.JOtball,"
Hartzog said.
David Lee turned in his usual
fi~ effort, winning the lonll
p1mp with a leap of 24-feet 1 "'z·
1nches and taking second in the
60-yard high hurdles when he

was just nipped in the IP'ln at
the tape by Nebraska's Randy
Brooks, an NCAA qualifier.
"He got beat at the blocks. not
over the hurdles," Hartzog said.
"David probably only has
practiced a start with a gun six
times all year."
"He jumped well '"'"~nsidering
that with no facilities, we
haven't had a run off a board
this year." Hartzog said. "We
have to get our steps down in thP
cCcmtlnued oa Pag• 191

Badminton: team captures fifth place in invitational
t~~ek~J~: fr:!i~~~~~~~

By Rick Klatt
Staff Writer

finished third, fourth, fifth and
Fifth place.
How could anyone get excited sixth, respectively. The Salukis
over a fifth place finish'? Easily, finished eighth.
"We could have finished
badminton Coach Paul Blair
closer to Wisconsin," Blair
says.
The Salukis con1piled a tpam added, "but their No. 1 player
score of 28, edging Indiana State scored a lot of points."
Wisconsin-Madison's Ann
f9f the "coveted·' finish in the
se'!en team WestPrn Illinois French scored eight points for
the
Badgers by reaching the
Invitational.
Host WIU took first place, finals in the A Flight singles
nipping Illinois State. 127-109. winners' bracket. French lost to
EastP.O·n !llinois was third, 85, .VIU's Monica Malone, 12-14. 11
and WiP...'OIISin-Madison fourth, 9, 13-1.
For the Salukis, three players
58. BaD State was seventh,
scored four points each. In A
se'tien points.
"We had a really good Flight, Cathy Skiera re;orhPd
weekend," the second year the finals in the singles concoach said. "If you look at the solation bracket by defeating
teams we finished behind, two opponents in the maximum
w:.ere we finished is ap- number of sets before losing to
propriate."
WIU'sJ~Vilchuck. HI. 11-3.
In last year's AIAW chamcl"cmtmuf'd oa Pag• 191

Meade says ISU defeat
gymnasts' poorest effort

KJauk

&be S.luli's liftll-p.. ~ finlsia a& &be Westen
lllillois Ulliftnjty IDvi&a&iCIIIal.

By Ed Dougber&y
S&aff Writer ·
While the Saluki cagers were
fortunate enoup to end their
losing streak Saturday night,
the men's gymnastics team was
not as lucky Saturday afternoon. The SIU gymnasts
compiled their lowest dual-meet
!iCore oi ~e seaso!'• bowing to
1n state rlviil !!hnois State,
250.9-243.75, at 1St'.
"It was the poorest performance any team has Jtjven
me in .my 30 years of coaching,"
Saluki Coach Bill Me'lde said.
"There is no way · to win in
gymnastics committing as
many mistakes as we did. It
was Illinois State's best performance of the year and our
worst performance ever."
SIU, which now has a dualmeet record of 2-3. managed
just two firsts during the meet.
Bob Barut won the floor
exerrise with a 9.2. and Bnan
Babcock WOD the rings with a
9.35.

"1 was pleased with Bob's
performance ... Meade said.
"He won the floor exercise and
finished second in the vault with
a 9.2. It's too had his per·
formance was lost in all the
other debris."
\\bile the gymnastics team
continued its string of losses.
two individual winning strings
were broken, also. Dave
Sc-hieble had scored a nine or
better in his last 56 attempts on
the pommel horse. He failed to
meet that magic mark. falling
one-haH point shy with an 8 5.
Babcock had his string of
consecutive victories in the all·
around snapped at four. also.
He placed secor.d with a 53.4.
just .10 behind the winner.
"It's too bad those strings
were broken," Meade said. "I
had hoped to use the two strings
to attract more ~le to our
upcoming meets.
SIU will face 17th-ranked
Louisiana State Thursday at the
Arena.

Gottfried: Size, shooting factors in 1979 recruiting
By SceU stalamer
Sperts IEdilar
.
Edlw's ae&e: TltiS is &be fin& e1 a three-par& series

•

ualyziag &be ,..lems SIU's mea's llalletballteam
lltas ltatl tbis year.
The time is March, 1977. The place is the Myriad
Arena in Oklahoma City, where SIU bas jlBt IC!St to
Wake Forest, 116-81, in tbe semifinals ol tbe NCAA
Midwe-st Regional.
Despite the loss, the spirits of Saluki basketball fans
are high. SJU canae within just two games ol making
the NCAA's Final Four. The future ol Sal'*i
basketball appears unlimited.
Nearly three years later, that future seems to He in
ruins. The Salukis aro; 5-12 overall and 1~ in the
MissouriValleyConference.Chancesforaconference
title are all but gone, ·md, until SIU defeated Tulsa for
its first Valley win ~1turday, prospects ol making the
MVC post-season tournament appeared bleak.
Obviously, this is not what Saluki basketball Head
Coach Joe Gottfried had ln mind when be took the job
on May 11. 1978. When the former eoach at Ashland
College assumed the reiDS from the late Paul lambert, be hoped to continue SIU's winning basketball
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tradition.
Gottfried took a team last year that returned
five
starters from the 1971-78 team that went 11-10 and
nearly_ won the MVC crown. However, it took nearly
an entire season for the Salukis to F.djust to a new
system! and SIU compiled a 15-13 r«<O'd.
"Theil' <the past coaching staffs) emphasis was on
a controlled style ol play," Gottfried said. "We
wanted to re::ruit players who fit into a rwmiDg style
of play and we started out last year that way. As the
year went oa, we reverted back to the controUed
style."
.
The Salukis played well over the last fourth ol the
season, nearly upsetting NCAA runner-up Indiana
State twice. However, Gary Wilson and Milt Huggins
graduated, and Ricbard Ford and AI Grant were·
aca~mic casualties, leaving SIU with a laclr. ol expenence.
.Gottfried and ~is assistants, Rob Spivery and Mike
Riley, moved qwckly to fill the voids created by the
departed players. They signed seven recruitsCharles Nance, David Youngblood, Kari Morris, Kent
Payne and Darnall Jones out ol high schools, and Rod
camp and Edward Thomas out of juniot colleges.
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Another priority, Gottfried said, was to overcome
the late recruiting start he bad gotten when he was
hired. The coach signed jtat one recruit in 1978,
lawrence Stubblefield. However, Thomas and Scott
Russ,asophornorewhowasredshirtedlastyear,built
up the sophomore class.
"!'!"a strong believer that if yoaa're going to sustain
and Improve a program, you have to have three
people contributing from eaci. ..:!.<u~s," Gottfried said.
''That's ~by we had to bring in junior eollege people."
Gottfned and his staff missed out 00 several top
pia~. Tyrone Bradley, a guard from Chicat!o who
IC•tla•M .. Pale
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